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A model is constructed which provides a coherent and logically consistent framework for
analyzing the enclosure movement. ‘The relation between the ~p~i~tions of our model and the
standard literature on the causes and consequences of enclosures is examined in some detail.
We attempt to show that Marx’s analysis of ‘so-called primitive a~umu~at~on’ can be given an
interpretation that is more reasonable, logically consistent, and empiriMy sound than is
commonly acknowledged.

1, listroduction

Enclosing of land in England altered economic and social life in a fundaraental
way. It facilitated the transition from communal to private re,:ufation of property
and in consequence transformed the basis af the rural ecor?!clmy.By the time it
was comp~~ted~land and labor had emerged as fume-~cdgeder%onomicconlmodities. ProductiorP and distribution, once so tightly bound up Gth considerations
of rank, responsibility, and fealty, came to be guided by strict calculations of
profit and loss. The transition was painful for a majority oft%: rural community
and they resisted it - sometimes with violence, almost aEways without success.
From the beginning, enclosures provided opponents of the m~?vement as well as
supporters with inexhaustible topics for controversy. These same controversial
issues have raised a number of very important questions for economic historians.
Did enclosures increase economic ef&iency and raise national income? At the
same time did they contribute to Immiserization of tile working population ?
Wher land was enclosed, did it result in fess labor tnten:;ive production and lead
? Were rents simultaneously ~ush,~d up? Did enc~os~~resstimuto de~o~~~~at~on
late the cultivat~~~nof new lands, the growth of indl~stry, !he transfer elf labor out
of agr ;cuIture ?
*We cannat possibly monsoon everyone who helped us &I one xay or another during the
variou: stagesof this project. However, the criticisms OFsomepeopk wele parti :uiclsly valuable.
Withorft implying that they share our ~o~~~us~ons,we would like tcl thank: F. D. .Dornat, KS.
Eckaus, S. Eddie, K. Hellleiner, D.N. McCbskey, W.N. Parker, M. Ibiore anc[ E. M. Truman.
Asim Dasgupta and Richzlrd Levin provid,pd excol!ent reseiarch assistance.

cOnspicuo~4sly ab:;e,2t from lthe econoimic:: history Ihxaitn re is a cloherer?,t
f:amework, fbr allaly~l~i~~~~
the economic effects of enclosures, It is hoped th5.t th(:
explicit model deve’lopt::din this paper will pro rjidesuch a framework. We re;adiljr
attknowled ge the legitimate objections that cm be raised against the use of a mode I
TV: deal with so caxnp’:ex a historical ph~enomen~o~as enclosure. For example,,
it is obvious that no mq>delcan possibly account for all the regional variations in
fulturaf heritalge, vicrirtity to markets, receptiveness to ne’w ideas and the like,
which play suzh a mqi/or role in most de &ptive analyses of English agrarian
history.’ Our i ?tention, however, is not to offer another detailed description of
enclosures. We propose instead to fociils sharpl:! on those biastic economic
features which utnderlay the whole move~l~nt, a.nd the model buifdir g approach
would seem to be the most :Lppropriate one for this purplose. What m : sacrifice in
descriptive accuracy WCgain in analytical insight and rigor.
A’lhxtgh our appr oac9 departs from traditiomzl methods of’ analysis in
e~onon~ic history, our ,~~~n~~eptjon
of medieval society as a world ruled by custom
and dominated by noGons of common property resembles closeiy that of such
cfassical writers as ~i~?ogrado~, Maitland, ~irenne and Bloch? Similarly, our
i~ositic~non the enclosure movement has much in common with that of Tpwney,
Thoro~d Rogers, ~a~.~tou~ and others who perceived that its essence lay in a
struggle over propeti;;r rightss3 Our model, however, is probably closer in spirit
to Marx’s position &t-n to that of anyone else (his analysis of ‘so-tailed ~ri~~it~ve
accumulation’). It set.:msto us that if Marx’s basic ideas about enclosures we-e
to be recast using mcidern methods of economic analysis the outcome would
have t.s be very close ‘::ottie model presented in this paper.4
It is useful to state l.:xplicitiy what we regard as the essence of Marx’s argument,
since his interpretati,.r:? of enclosures is botE controversial and frequently misundel**stood? Marx r.:mphasized more than any other writer the dual nature of
encIosures. For him they were both a source of progress and a mainspring of
‘Ec~nclmichistoriansIlirvealwaysstressedthe in~uenceof these regionaldifferenceson the
pace md impact of enclr )sures in England. We can only indicate here a few of the major kl.arks
which illustrate this divf:rsity and its importancr - Kerridge (1967), Thirsk (1967, especially the
chap&rs by Thirsk, EveI itt and Bowden), Conner (i542) and Gray (1959).
‘A:; examp Ies, see VnogmdofF (6892). Maitland (18971, Pirenne (1937) and Bloch (1961,
l%4).
‘It may ‘beargued thz.t in some fundamental sense we do violence to Marx’s approach since
we m&: no use of the I :b’:tr theory of valluc:nor do we dist~r~guish,ias M;!rx does, between the
capit~iist farmer ltenan:) :.lnd the landowner (rentier). Nevertheless, we think Pt is fair to say
that i II dealing with tke trz.nsi?ion from the Fe14
._a! to the capita.list mode of production, neither
of these aspects of ,MarZj analysis are essential. Our notion of surplus and Marx’sconcept of
samrpB
.6svalue are identical in XI economy without any capital. Similarly, the distribution of the
s~rpl JS htween rent& and capita!is: tenant may have important implications for the developj:aentof capitalist farmi$,agbut not for the transition between modes of ~roducti(l~*
‘W’e refer here to part Y III in volume I. of Capital. The paragraph ilnthe text is based, for the
3rnost rt, on bhat we ‘Ccve to be the essence of Marx’s analysis of enclosures. Altkougk it IS
pos5 e to ~~~tno~eevc:ry sentence o! this paragrapk, it would not make our interpretation an>
mnrr! COW.
incing. The r,‘aGe:rrrust clecide for himself the validity Iofour positi\,n.
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sOCk1ccn&ct. In his analysis, enclosures resulted from a ciass strugg’le in whit 1
f~dods
expelled peasants from their traditional holdings and Aimed the
agricult x31 surplus. This surplus served as a primary source of’primitive capital
acwmlation
and formed a basis for the capitalist mode of production” In
Capital, Marx was concerned wit3 discovering the ‘laws of capitalist development’, which he argued could only be done in, :n historical context. TLus he was
prompte3 to speeukrte on the essential economic features 0”;’‘feudalism’, which
he regarded as the precursor of “capitalism’. As Marx saw it., prior to enclosures,
grocery rights were loosely define41and land use was more or less regulated by
the peasant community. Although the peasants were usually obliged to pay a
customary rent, it was Dfsubsidiary interest to the ‘feudal’ lord comparers witl-1
the number of men he ‘wasable to control by holding land. Marx was thus in a
position to stress how the rise of a capitalist mentality altered the nature of
economic relations. Taking Englayld as the ‘classical’ example, he a.rgu:d that
the English landlord more and mere came to view land primarily as a source
of income and men as potential wage laborers. The mechanism for this transition
was enclosure. It gave landlords legal rights to the land and the power to extract
a greater surplus from t. Income maximizing capitalist rent replaced traditional
‘feudal’ dues. Simultaneously, enclosure meant to the peasant that he was
divorced from his tradtional means of production, swept off the land, and was
‘free” to enter the labor market at a lower standard of living. In thl:: Marxian
framework, enclosures were progressive because: they gave rise to the ne’w, more
efficient capitalist mode of production and led (through the creation of a wage
labor force) to the rise of an industrial proletariat. At the same time, their
immediate impact on the English working population was shattering:.
As the conventional wisdon~ has it, Marx’s analysis is bjt and large wrong or
irrelevant. Many economic historians have sought alternative expla.nations of’
enclosures and their econ~tn~i~consequences. pornographic growth has replaced
the profit seeking landlord as a destabilizing factor. Technological change is noti
held responsible for the progress of enclosures, and irnp~~-sonal forces of the
market have pushed out class conflict as the catalyst for changes in the .system of
production. Some modern scholars depict the medieval lord as no 1:~ a profit
maximizer than the nineteenth century commercial farmer, and contend that
changes in relative prices then, as now. were the prime determinant CT fa lmdlord’s behavior.
There is no question that n-,odern scholarship has made substantial contributior;lsto our uilderst~r~ding of the enclosure movement. It has sholvn, for e~~~mpl~
the inaccuracy of t!:,e Hammonds’ (1966) contention that pnrliametltnry enciosures were l~othi~~~more than open swindles of the small landowners by the
ge;ntry.6 It has raise1 serious doubts about the direct connection be~een en~los~~~esand the cr~~atio1~of an indL~stria1 proletariat. ‘Eit h,zs d~s~~~l~~~ the
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frequently imp1icit, but always visible,, idealization of :pre-commercial conditions
in the English c,ount:ryside which colored so much or t;he earlier literature. It has
r*rovi&d vc:‘iua:blenew infornlation on various other aspects of agrarian change
in England. Bus in our opinion, the literature has not yet provided an acceptable
alternative to a properly specified model b;lsed on class conflict. As this paper will
attempt to derndl;strate, Marx’s analysis of enclosures is neither wrong nor
irrelevant. T; can be given an interpretation that is more reasonable, logically
consistent, ;tnd empirically sound I:han is commonly acknowledged.
The next twl>ssections of the paper prepare the foundation for our economic
model. In t?ilefirst of these some distinctive features of’ the medieval English rural
economy ar .!highlighted. Our purpose is ‘coprovide the elements of an answer to
a fundamerr\:al ‘economic question about this society which seems to have gone
unasked. What. is the appropriate principle for describing, to a tolerably serviceable first approximation, who gets what and how pe@e are (distributed on the
land ?
Any anailytil,::al treatment of the enclosure movement naturally requires an
explicit economic definition of an er lclosure. Such a elef’inition is provided in the
third section. ‘Without this kind elf statement it is impossible to distinguish
between basic :nnd superficial ;aspect!;fofthe movement:.
On the basis of our view of medieval rural society and of enclosures, we attempt
in the fclarth and fifth sections to establish a plausib’.e economic framework for
analyzing the transition frolm communal to private regulation of property.
Although h.ighiy abstract, our model captures the es:,ence of this transition and
makes it possible to examine enclosures in a coherent fashion. The relation between our mo4el and the st;rndard literature on the causes and consequences of
enclosures Is d (:scribed in the s,xth sect ion.

2. The medieT,
a!leconomy: A styiized description
We want to describe in economic terms the allocation of labor on land in the
open field regions of England between about the beginning of the 12th to the
middie of the I Sth century. This is no e:isy task. To anyone familiar with modern
rcrearch on medieval economic history, perhaps the most striking feature of the
period was rhc complexity of or;;anizati onal forms and economic relations whic:h
tj*pified the rLr:r; sconomy. ‘There is no heresy a.bout the Middle Ages quite so
pernicious a3 t”“,etheory that they wc:re unchanging..’ ’ The manorial system
was widesg,reG but hardly pervasive. Kent, Cornvfa.ll,, and Devon among other
areas were farmed for the most part in severalty: at least by I.heend of the 12th
ceil tury. Soci;J and economic dlfierentiation among the peasantry did not conform to the le:gal distinctions between freemen and villeins. In somf;’communities

it was as common to find villeins who were men of substance, and freemen ~lho
*a*erepoor small-holders as it was to find the reversee8 The 12th, 13th, 14th, and
15th centuries were each differentiable in terms of economic opportunities and
economic behavior?
While it is important to recognize that medieval society sustained a great variety
of economic forms and patterns of behavior, it would be a mistake to overlook
those features which stand out as remarkably immutable over time and between
regions. One of these was the extent to which custom or tradition, rather than
the market, regulated economic activity. Economic bonds among classes and
individuals, no less than spiritual or military ties, were seaied by tradition :
Traditionalisis to the core, medieval men could be said with slight (very slight)
exaggeration to have ordered their lives ou the assumptil~~nthat the only title
to permanence was that conferred by long usage. Eife was ruled by tradition,
by group custom.1Q
Why this was so need r 3t concern us except to note that both lord and peasant
accepted the role of cu~om because it served each one’s individual purpose. The
lord was guarameed a work force, an army, and an income from his land. For
the peasant, relying on custom was at least preferable to the lord acting as sole
arbiter and was in fact the only defense a peasant had against the superior
economic, political, and military strength of a lord?’
Three inferences can be drawn from this pervasive feature of medieval society.
?rst, the system was slow to accept changes which challenged custom. Second,
ds with all such tradition bound societies, organizations whose sole tasks were
those of production or distribution did not exist.12 In consequence, it was unlikely that the market, relative prices, and monetary profit and loss calculations
wdu1d dictate relations among individuals or that they would determine economic behavior. Instead, and this is the third point, complex sets of obligations
governed the social, economic, and political relations between lord, vassal,
freeman, and serf. They were established by tradition and maintained by cornmon ‘lssent.”
sThcs comes out most clearly in the works of f-Won (1966,1969). E.A. Kosminsky in “Studies
in the agrarian histlxy of England’ also makes this point.
9Sec Miller (19711, Postan (1937), Duby (196X) and Raftis (1957).
l *A!tho~~~hBloc h (1966) refers to France, hi&observation would appear tu hold for England
as well.
*lS,ze Bloch (l%G), Hilton (19541, Pollock an11Maitland (1968, pp. 3dl-379).
* 2F~r a concise statement of this wit!1 regarcf to non-western traditional societies see Nash
( i 967).
1“As Bloch (1961+,p. 236) observed:
The segne~rie was not a simple ea;onom!c enterprise by which profits a~~rn~l~ted in a
strcrlg man’s hands. It was also a unit Of &IiittJrity.
The powers of the chief were not confined,
as in capitalist er~terprises, to work done on k is business premises but affected a man’s whole
life and acted concurrently with the power of he state and the family.
Pirerme( 1937, p, 611)makes a similar observatio x

Rent in the sense ofa paynlent in money or in kind !“orthe vx of land was only
a smali! part of the specitic obligations which d&rmine,d tenurial relations
between a, medieval ~c~wd
and his peasants.‘” The villein, and frequently the
freeman as wel”n,was e:<pected to work thle fields of the demesne during part of
the year.’ :I He was obli,sed to grind his grain at the lord’s mill and bake his bread
in the lord’s Iavens for a fee? He made inheritancl: and marriage payments to
the lord, was subject to entry fines, paid a head tar; and was liable for military
service i;n the- lord’s a:r*my.In addition, most p=as snts were obliged to join a
tithing and to appear 8’;ses+ns of the manorial court.’ ’ The flow of obligations
was not unidirectional : a lord was expected to provide certain gtiods and services
~C,Phis tenanTs. For example, when a villein paid f is yearly rent, the lord was
obliged “roiol*fitehim to his table? Meals were prcivided for laborers on boon
days and on most occasions lords had to repay lablsr services with agricultural
goods.’ ’ These obligations afr”ected every aspect of’ Life on a medieval manor.
They determined a peasant’ 5 legal status and life-style and they established a
lord-s economic and sccial position and his remunera tilon from the land.
It is all tot easy fo:l*a m4ern economist to view these obligations as comp;lnents cf eclJnornic rent. Some would even go so f&r LSto make the manorial
lord a prcfic maximizing landowner. From our point of view such an interpretation would be forced?’ The medieval world was 2 scciety steeped in tradition,
**Hilton (1951!, pp, M-183, amfang others, provides a list ef services owed b,y a peasant to
his lord. See also Duby (1968, pp. 197-259) and Miller (19.51,pp. 1W1116).
1SAt one time it was thought that services were gradua.lly commuted throughout the middle
ages so that by tl z late medieval period lsbor services: were an &atnachronism.Postan (1937) and
others have argtil*i! that the chron.Aogy was not so simple. At ~xtain times a lcrd might try to
commute service! to money paynients Jon other lJczasions he might attempt to recommute from
cash payments t(c)service:,. It seems that even peasants did not alw:avs favor commutation.
[See Bland, Broom and Tawney (19P4, p. 85).] It is therefore reasonable to assume that
throughout the period under corGlderation, labor services forilled a part of the obligations
owed by a tenant COhis manorial lord.
aQuby (1968,p.213).
’ 7Vinogradoff (1892, pi: s365-367).
f *XnogP;i\doS:( L892, p. 174).
i 9Vino~adoff( 1892, p. 175).
20This statemeEt is no: meant to imply that land.lo& were unconc~:rned with the income
they received from their e:;tates. There is evidence that dlr.ring the 13th ;>ndearly 14th centuries
c::-,clnorialIor& beg%n A somewhat mere systematic explohtation of their estates: they tightened
administ:-ati\‘: c031ro1, a.tlempted to extract higher payments from their tenants, and brought:
uncier personal COIltrol !2nd that had recently &en farmed out. [See, among others, Milier
t 19X), Tito*v (1,965, pp. W-96), T>u~~~~
(1968, pp. %58-2.T;9),and Postan (1937, pp. 581-584).]
Vatio~~ f Ltiors hav : been identified as causes o :’this change in landlord behavior: population
growth, expansion t3f traie and commodity production., the f&t intimatiors of a capitalist
spirit, etc. Whatever the cituses were, the delmographic, economil;, and political crises of the late
14th l
ncl ?5th centAes caused a major reversal of these. tren&;. Trade declined, estates were
agair! farmed for a &red return, feudal obligations were commuted to ticed cash payments, and
Y villeins slowly saincd rights by the copy’ of the court roll:; to the iand they worked, The
s: of the manor al economy -#a~ thus associated with a igreater <reliance on custom to
’ h a greater rigidity iL:the value of paynrer ts. [This is noted by
a;tic, 11957, pp. 2X?-29SJ.l In spite of the: e long-term fluctua-

not a market ec~~nomy n disguise. The preconditions that would have Ilradc
profit maximi~t~~~n ever:.a feasible objective v+erenot evident. Other considerations which affect land u:,e were not subservient to the profit motive. rn~titu~io~~s
were not designed to enforce contractual obligations. Factor markets werr: for
the most part non-existent. The point is not that these features were totally a’rbsent
in medieval society, but simply that they cannot be regarded as the main &terminants of economic activity . 2p Even if we were to assume that the mar J jrial
lord was the proverbial greedy, covetous, anId profit-oriented English landowner
of later centuries, custom, inertia!, and passive and active resistance b;f the
peasantry would have combined to prevent him from capturing the full surpius
value of peasant cultivation. 22 But the medieval lord \ C’XGTundamentatly dialerent from his later counterpart. For himi land was primarily a means of obtainins
loyalty, izsteem, military aid, and power, rather than merely a scurce of income.
As iate as the 18th century :
Many old-estabhshed landlords only valued their estates once a gener;ltiolr
and were Idiot prepared to increase rents simply because there were high grain
prices . Izr fact, “they estimate their reputation and character too high to a Ilow
them to squee:<e and suppress t:lose whom prov~den~~ehas placed b:low
thenLz3

A lord’s economic :nd pohtical position depended more on the men he controlled than. the rent he coltected. Marc Bloch’s observation for medieval Frznct:
is that:
Nothing could be more misleadin;;; than to dwell exclusively on the ecQncljmi(:
aspects of the relationship between it fcad and his rnii:n, however important
they may see:n. For rhe lord was not merely director cf an under~~iking; ht:
was also a leader. E-fehad powe*r ol’ commands over his tenants, levied his
armies from them as occasion- dcmallded, and in return gave them his protection. . . . Many a Frankish king or French baron if asked wl-ai his I$uxI
brought him would have answered like the Highlander who said ‘i”-,ve
hundred
rnen’.24
tions in economic activity, historians familiar ~4th manorill axounls have noted that tr-tq:
wrre anlazin~~y u~~forrn over exte!tded periods. This suggests that such receipts were not
econotnic rents in the modern sense. [See Page (1934, p. 194) and Levitt (1938J.1 Although it i!;
difficult to determine how much of tl-e stability was only apparent (the result of poor account’ng
tec~ni~~~~~s)
and how much was real, it still provkks some g~~~~~~ds
to pr’esumethat rt’rts ww
not profit maximizing.
2*F~en Kosminsky (f956, p. 228 who devoted much effo:t to discover =apitali,;t relati’ort;
w&tin the confines of the feudat n!ode of prod~~~tion was txtfy willrng ‘3 argue that thes:
relations wk!re greser. t in embryonic form. The dominating fclrces lvere those assokted W;: 1
feudalism.
2ZDuby fi968, p. 2W--;?81),See ako Hilton’s introduction tc Kosminsky (1956X
Z“See Griggs (1966, p. 37).
z4gee Bloch (1961, p. 72). Few have said it so well as B!oc: l4 but many have m jde sinril;j’observations - see, &on;? other& I :;;“on (1946, pp. 24-25). Ti:Wney (I 967), of COLrsc, argiie i.
e~c~quentlyfor this ~nterpr~t~~~~~~.
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Although it rni21’
. not be an exaggeration to say that regular rnarkeis existtrj for
goods, it would be incorrect to argue on the basis of occasional transactions
that this was the f:ase for land and labor. 25 .’Even in Tudor times rural England
re:mained an otlrerwhelming’ly peasant society :vhere hired labor was only
occasionally employed at peak periods. 26 StJrne lleasing of land and outright
transfers did occur in medieval England, b,ut these transactions did not constitute a land mqrket in the modem sense. 2” ‘dhe reluctance of both .peasants and
lords to sell land, and the diffieulties attached to such sales are persuasive evidence
that land had a iqecial status outside the marM place.
I(ndel:d, the whole concept of land ‘owner&$ was alien to me&eval society,
and the word does not appear in contemllb:)rary legal documents.* 8 Feudal
tenure g,ave both a tenant and his lord 1’1
ghts vested ‘in the laind’ itself? 9
A1zcordingto msdieval law, a ,given piece of lsnd was treM by one member in the
!‘ercial hierarch;, of a superior member. The progression e;L’overlapping claims
continued until the land was t ltimately held of the Crown itself. No one had the
exclusive rights of land usage which we associate with trae private property in
the modern seni9e..
3QAs R.B. I mith states:
some

The kind of control over !alld most familiar to mod.ern minds is one in which
estates, of varying sizes, ar: owned by individu;dIs, family trusts or corporations, each estate yielding a money income to its owners. Such a situation
existed in England by the second half of the 17th century. . . . But not all
societies have been dominated by those co’ccepts, a.nd even in the England of
Henry YlII they =tierenot clearly establishe*(jas the anly way of thinking about
men’s relaticnship to the la:*ld.. . . If we ,g;cback tc the 12th century, . . . [the]
dominant concepts were not ownership and inco’ucs, rc,:nts and profits, but
lordship, teri ure, and service. 3’
This sort of co*ntrol did not confer on a lord the legal right to expel peasants from
their customary holdings, nor did it permit him to alter unilaterally either the
obligations dui: him, or those he owed his tenants. Cu::tom sr:ood as a solid barrier
to any arbitral y alterations in the use of prt:lperty.32 If the lc>rdwished to change
‘“On k&r m:rk~ts, sze Postzn (1966. pp. 622423) and (1954). Hilton (1917, pp. 69-78)
prchks a good clescription of labor supply on demesne lacds.

*%ee E ;eritt ( i9l517).
“Poilock and Mihitland (1?68, p. 346). See Hymans (1970) ‘or a cr ticism of Postdn’s (1960)
?~rg~ment thas: a-1 lextensilbfepeas,qnt land market existed in England by the late 13th century.
;9,5Page C1934) c bserves for Cr?.:*l-l
,-nd Abbey, some leasing of land by peasants occurred in the
l3:h ami l&h ce lturies but there is no =:vidence of sales. The o Dject of exchanges of land among
tenants teatstr, ac hiwe mo -e cor,venie.,t arrangement:; of strips in the c pen fields.
2“See Simpso: 1f 19611,p. 44).
?ee Pollock a:nd Maitland (19&. pp. 2-3’7) and Macphersw (197.1).
”“5ee Simpso -I(:1961,pp. 45-76).
3 *SCCsmll e‘l( 19’70,p. 43).
“The 1w-dw LScd,netimes in a superior position and il Some casts hc was capabie c-)fovcr15c)Tthe peasalit community. [See Bloch (1966, pp. 2115-236).] But this 3vas less
I:::;;!:* bc eupccted. Pt dots nctt mean that obtig:,ltiorts rever changed, met zip,tl at

drastically the conditions of texture, he had to lchalle~ge directly the rule of
tradition, 33 Within the zledieval context, this was snotto be done lightly.
In essence, thcsn, we ..~e the medieval economy as a custom-based or nonmarket system. What is the appropriatf rnodel of such a system? It is important
tc\ answer this question, even though tHe answer may have to come at an almost
cosmic level of abstraction. What we . Iant is some quantifiable principle whi&
would describe how the population was distributed on the land. If we were
dealing with a market econo~~y, we wokJd probably use the principle of equalizeti
margin.4 products (quite an abstractio -Iin its own right!). However, everything
we said about the medieval rural ecol>omy suggests that profit maximization,
and hence marginalism, is ~of the appropriate principle for this case, But then
whas is? Some would say there is no analogous principle for the medieval
ecoliomy. What exactly does this mean ? If tltere is literally no w2y of describi rt~
how the population is spread on the land, the relevant abstraction must be that
it is randomly distributed~ The most straightforward interpretation of ‘randomness’ in this context is that people are scattered on the land somewhat like darts
thrown casually orida a map. However, it seems reasonable to expect to find a
lower population density on mountain tops than in fertile valleys. When we want
to think of a randomly distributed agricultural population, it makes r;lore sense
to have people uniformly di,stributed across plots of land if each plot is measure&i
it- terms of fertility or yield instead o T by arca. Th: l:rery idea that there is no
princjple of distribution seems to be push& 11us towtrrds the corclusion that!
there is some crude tendency for average products to be equalized.
Does this really seem plausible as an abstraction of the medieval rural
economy ‘?Or are the deviations so significant that it is actually an inappro~ri;~te
abstraction - either because it is no better than some other quantifiable principle
or because there is:just so much noise in the system that any principle is irr~levar~t ?
VVewill argue that although if %.vasonly observed as a tendency and T::ver a~ an
exact law, the principle of equal merage products (as contrasted with tile
principle of equal tnarghal producis) is the relevant abstraction on which lo bi~se
a theory cf distribution for open field agriculture. There is lie way to ‘prove’ &is
assertion. We will try to show that it is at least not unrea~~~~~able,and thaw if’
accepted, it provides a powerful o,*ganizing principle kr analyzing a large’
rbey M:;re not arbitrarily or frequently adjusted. As Titow says (1969, p. 58): ‘Thirtecntt~
cen*:ur!-vi~leinage was neither arbitrary nor unpredictable; even thoug~l it vras deprived of tht:
protection of the royal courts, the lord krxw what he was entitled to and the peasants k~e-~.
what t’3 expect, since such matters were governed by the Custclm of the Manor which ‘~‘a<
bind~I1~on landlords and peasants alike,’
Bloch makes an interesting point cancer Gng the etymology of thl: word for rent. In medic $1;.l
France the ordinary name for rents was ‘;:t &ms’, a word which has come d.own to us vit II
overtones of fixedness or tradition {Blloch(I 961, p, 248jj.
33See Macpherson (19’73). As Hilton C‘054, p, 156) points out. it was against custom th;tt
lords had to fight when they sought to incrl:ase rents or otherwise change the IIrture of tcrlut’i 11
ref:~kxis,

number of to:pics in agrarian ‘history. With the former of these aims in mind, we
turn nm to an examinatim of certain aspzts o#Fthe open-Geld system.
In champion England, open field agrliculturc imposed a. strong spirit of community on the *peasantry, which to a large: extent ot8ershadoqweda sense of private
prol=ty* 34 ‘,4n open-field village, wj ih its cancer n for innumerable communal
routines, ccl’uld not ‘be the same as ;z GlJage of individ-r~a! inclosed farms. 35
Qucstism of Ilmdusage were not settled by prirrratedecisions, but were subject to
clommunal regulation. Many, probably most, of the principal occlcrpations of
culture lcrerecarried out e:ooAperativel
y. 14peasant held strips of land scattered
larly in great open fie Ids where there were IN fences, hedges, ditc;les, OI
other prm,ancnt barriers. Each viilager had cuztomery rights to meadows:,
cammons awd waste ,, After the harvest, all1the z-able fie’l’dswere thrown open
to common WC, first for villagers to gather straw and then for animails to graze
tile stu’&le. ’ 6 The rules govc:rnIng crops, crop rotation, the time of planting and
ar-vesl.ing, regulation of the meadows, commt3ns and wastes were framed and
enforx3.d by the viiia.ge community. 37
For many purposes the community of the:village can be regarded as (a veritable
38 The villagle as a w1”1&was oft~encompelled to accept ‘public
respcmsitilit
y’ in ma’tters of tkxation, militia, police, criminal liability, and in the
constructior and maintenan-x of roads arrd brid;e;es.3g A village on occasion
vaiuntarily xtxpted fresh responsibilities when it a.:ppeared in the interest of the
community is a whole to do SO.For example, it w,asnot uncommon when a lord
farmed out his demesne, for a, village as alwhole to take the land. The clearing of
new land wztsgenerally a cooperative \fer\ture with lthe new tracts divided among
the Gllagers imore or less eqpa.lly.40
1“!kc Uruvi3 and Urwin ii 967, p 48).
:*Yke Wil ton i 1’954, p. 181).
Lr*6Sec
Hams~~tst(l970, pp. 53,156) znd Drwins (1!36’1’,
pp. i., .58).

“‘fO~:ins (lt167) contains .the best descrip,io;‘l of the system. (Sa; also introduction by J.
Th:irsk to ;he segzondedition.)
:’ “See Polloc~ and Maitland (1966, p. 624).
“‘See Cam (i 968, pp. 258-X1)., lHi!ton (1966, ,:lp. 153-154); al?d ‘Vinogradoff (1911, pp. 318~3X I.
a0Documer2t:+relating to certain ‘.‘orkshirc villqges in the thirteen ;h century indicate that :
. . . incti.AduaI sfr:ps of ploughfznd were held biy owners irl each of the fields in an orlJer o!
distribl ition w WXIY iclentical ;Is to s,uggt::sta gro:Jp of farmers ‘lad cooperated in btreakin,.
slaesc2 . . . a!.td had aMted a st “ipof ploughla rtd, the work. c\f a ~liay,to each ‘8rrner in town.
s,rstem of agriculture irr England IS eit present a controversial
19M‘ opc:ned the contrc)vt:rsgr ‘aheli she argued fhat the twelfth and first
centdie.; were crucial onlzs FOPthe development of the fh-std;~~i~~on-fieM
ind. Titow (1965) 2nd Homans (1969) zouLtered tha,t the evidenrc is r-nixed,
. properly inteapretcll shows the c:xislence of open-fieilds, certainly m tne 13th
.any areas centtlries c:arLer. In part, the debate is one of definition. For Thirsk.,
,griculture ha It four essentia.l elements: fields divided into strips; common
3%~and arablc Gter harvest and whl:n fallow; existence of p;ommon pasturage
ict all Ativators; activities regulated by assembly of cultivators. Both
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There is some presumption that an eq ualitarian spirit must have prevailed
among the sharehoMers of such a system and that in some sense it may have
constituted I a guiding force. 41 This kind of a theme has been picked up by many
scholars,” * but nc one has stated it yuite so clearly as Vinogradoff:
[Open field agriculture] was 3 system primarily Inter?ded for the purpose of’
equalizing shares, ;and it considered every man’s rights and property as icter-a
woven with other people’s ,rr.ghts and property: it was therefore a system,
particularly adapted to bring home the superior right of the community ;PSa.
whole, and the- inferior, de:+rative character of individual rights. The moot;
complete inference from such a general conception wou Id be to l;reat indi viduall
occupation of the ‘land as a zhifting ownership, to redistribute the land among
the members of the commu+ty l%orntime to time, according to some s,ystem
of lot or rotation. The west~rrl village community does not gcj so far, as a rule.,
in regard to “ahearable, at least in the time to which ow records belong. But;
even in the west, and particularly in England, traces of shifting ownership.,
‘shifting severalty’. may be found as scattered survi yals of a condition whiszh.,
if not general, was certainly rnLch more widely spread in e;;riier times. The:
arable is sometims:s treated as meadows constantly are: every hDuseholder’s,
lot is only an ‘idee 1’one, and may be assigned one year in one place, and nexl.
year in another. “The stubborn existence of intermixed ownership, even as’
described by f&da1 and later rt:cords, is in itself a strong testimony to the
communal character of early prclperty. . . . 1 lay stress on the fact (that) if 1,lze
open-field system with its internixture had been merely a reflection of 1he
original a.llc>t;ment,it would hayfe certainly lost its regularity VWy soon. . ,, .
And still the open45eld intermixture holds its ground all through. the middle
ages, and we findi its survivals far into modern times. This can only mean., that
even when thle shifting, ‘ideal’ share in the rand of the community had given
way to tb.e permane:nt ownership lay each member of certain particular scattered
strips, this permanent ownership did by no means amount to private propes%y
in the Rclman or in the modern sense. The communal principle with its equalizing tendi;:ncy remained. still as I he efficient force regulating the whole: a,i?d
strong eIloulgh to subject even the lord and the freeholders to its custorna.ry
influence. By saying this I do not mean to maintain, of course, that priMe
Titow and Homans, for different rcasGfLs, qtiestion her definition and in consequence !~er
argument. Al though the issues 3f the corltroversy lie ou.side the: bxnds of our analysis., ‘xc
would argtre that communal rather than private regulation of property was prevalfznl in thl;:!)ocalled champion xeas ofE~gla:nd from the twelfth thrcugh much of the 15th century.
41We: are ~vell aware thit K.o;minsky, Hilton, antI others have shown that by the i4th
centur!r land \Jas unequalI), dist -ibuted in many rural CQFmunities. S?milarly, ;he Or&ins ncfte
that by 1fj35 i I Lzxton the 1kncJW,E uneqL;tlly dh\ id& among the open-field vi lagers 4 Hoskh
(1965) m&es
:he same obx w t on fcr Wigston Magna in the 16th century. Never! hele?s, these
authc;rs b:ontillually stress t 7e roe “h sense of equality and community which prevailed in zan
open fie id villa ge.
42!3ec Bloc1 (I 366, pp. 4.)p xE), M~iiland (1897. p. 337), and Pi:-enne (1937, pp. f+-65).

pro~e,~~ywas not existent, bloat it was not ~~eaki~~ thr~~u;h the co~~~na~
system, and acting as a diss’olvont of it. _ L . ht the fact remains that the system
whic!~ F}revai~edupon the whole during the middle ages appears directly
connected in its most important features with ideas of coimmunal ownership
and equalized individual rights,4’3
Sel long 3~ there was at least :;ome peasant mobility, ‘the communal principle
with its equalizing tenden~y~ m~;t have operated to an extent between villages
as w&:,11
as within a village. If a s&‘f-seeking peasant were relatively free to move
abou,t, naturally, other thing!; eqpd, he would gravitate towards a place offering
a higher standard of living. With even a limited amount of movement, this must
have Irepresented a force for regional eqiuality.
It i:; d~~~u~t to form a precise picture of the extent of peasant mobility in the
aggregate. However, we do have enough information to be able to say with some
~on~d~~~~~that the O/C image of the medieval villein as an irn~ubi~~ colonus
“bound to the soil’ is highly inaccurate.44 Case studies drawn from available
record+; show a surprising amount of peasant movement.45 There were even
institutions such as the frank-pledge, which had as Gne of its responsibilities the
recogn. tion and acceptance of newcomers into the village community?
Since!a ford’s &men’were his most valuable asset it was generally in his interest
to pfay the benevolent host and attract as many tenants as possible.47 This was
51 the more imperative since it was default to prevent desertions and almost
imposGble to secure the return of a truant villein. The medieval aristocracy was
a notoriottsl~ ?tncoope:ative group and the frequency with which convicts over
rights ant” obtigations arose merely exacerbated individual hostilities. In such
circumstances, a lord who discovered a new arrival on his est& at the annual
(or semi-annual) session of the manorial court was most unlikely to send the
truant back to his o!d village, and there was no central authority to compel him
to do so.
A newcom~ had a variety of ways to gain entrance into a village. Tile most
common method *:‘asto marry an ~~habitant,4~ but other means were availably:
could work at odd jobs or as an occasional agricultural laborer, or live
tially iis a squatter and gradu&y work his way into the locaP society. We have
no evidence that villagers attempted to e;~:Iude a newcomer. Although a new
arrival was another person wirh whom to <hare the pie, I.2 also shared the fiscal,
tiry, and other communal obligations so that his Fi*esenceentailed bellefits as
as costs. There is no lvay to determine from the meagre records why people
’ ?Gx ~~~~~~do~(l892, pp. 236-238).
*‘%ee BIoch (1961, p. 263). See also Duby (1968, p, 121). Bloch (X966, p. 86), and Vinogradoff
d1911, pp a57--1%).
‘%c Raftis (1964), Hoskiins (1963, p. 193), and Titow (1968).

rggothers, Bennett (1955, p. 163).
Maltland (1968, pm376).
s this pctint for 2 fater period. See also Raftis (1964, pp. I&-
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moved but we can presume it was at least, in part 110limprole their economic
situation.

The enclosure movement slowly but inexorably destroyed the economic basis
of’ the old system, with its notions of customary rights, and replaced it with. a
system based on the concept of private property.
For the most. part, thz aristocracy, landed gentry, and squirearchy were the
enclosers, but enkrprising -peasants and newly landed burghers sometimes
joined their ranks. 4g For our purposes, the identity of the encloser ic,,unimport(ant. We are concernled with the power enclosure gave a landowner to wring from
his property the maximum possible profit. The essence of an enclosure was no;,
as some have intimated, in surveying, fencing, ditching, hedging, or any other
physical manipulation of the land. For the purposes of economic analysis,
enclosing basically lmeant converting communally regulated Iand into private
property. only if land were privately owned could the owner derive ii maximum
income from it. Engrossing and consolidation. to the extent that they accomplished this conversion, were merely alternative forms of enclosure.
Although land was being enclosed as early as the 12th century, and continued
in some areas into the 20th century, our main concern is with enclo:;ures which
took pilace from the mid-l 5th to the mid-E8th century. It is reasonable to argue
that the slow piecemeal enclosure movement of the late medieval period was of
limited importance. 5o As for enclosures after the middle of the 18th century,
many of these are probably more appropriately regarded as formal legal
sanctions of a fait accompli than as enclosures proper (in the econor~zicsense of
converting land use from primarily communal to primarily private re:;ula.tion). 51
By the time of the parliamentary enclosures, much of the land that was not
legally enclosed had already been consolidated and property rights to it had been
more or less well established for some time. 52 The argument is not that the rather
extensive parliamentary enclosures were unimportan: in their own right, but that
4%dmsey (1365, pp. 32-32) notes that the squirearchy was responsibie in Leicestershixc for
nearly sixty percent of enclosures between 1485-l 550 and seventy percent betwetmn1%:-I 6:fi.
M. Beresford (1954, pp. 189-196) makes a simila;. point. On the other hand, the merchantlandowner must have exerted a powerful force for change in the countryside. His attitudes
towards property were influenced by his business experience and he was less constrained by the
customs of the manor than was the feudal lord. [Ha bbakdk (1940) gives some indirect evidence
for this phellomenon.]
5oSee Hilton (1954, p. 192).
5 ‘The works ofJ,D. Chambers, Hoskins, Martin, and others all confirm this no .ion,
A considerable degree of inequality in -he distribution of land had already come about b>
the enclosure date in most parishes . . . even some ‘open’ ones iikc Tysoe and Nap ton posscsscd
by this time big estates created in an earlier period by some ge,:t landowner. [ tiartin (1267,
p. 27)].
s2See Hoskins (1965, p. 249), Kerridge (1967, pm2% Mingay (1963, PP. 99, 18@-18%,is:,
7 ) ?4), and Jores ( 1907, p. 13 .
186), Lavrovsky (I 940, pp. &&--..

their discernible economic impact was mstigatecl by previous chshngeswhich had
already begun to alter conditions of tenure. It is thesepre&us r.hanges that are
more properly identiGed a: enIclosujresin Ihe economic sense.
fn fact, it is possible ts gain a totally inaccurate picture of enclosures by
f&using on those accorr;38ished through_ acts) of parliament, and not only with
respect to timing and nuwbers. P(arliamentary enclosures often appear free from
conflict and serve as models of 18th and 19th century administrative probity.” 3
However, the enclosure movement as a whole was in essence a struggle over
property rights. Enclosure was not a com;nunal operation in which every
member of the village community had an equall voiciein the proceedings aad from
which each individual received an equal share of the spoils. Quite the contrary,
eqleena so-called ‘encPosgre by a@eement’ was perpetrated by a small group of
irbdividuals: who claimed exclusive rights to property and thereby acquired the
privilege to exclude those not priyy to the bargain. We can be fairly certain that
in rnc~t cases in *whichenclcsures proceeded without conflicts that the decisive
batzfc over groixrty rightz had already [&en fought.
Many attempts haqe been made to explain enclosures. The process is seen by
some as a s&es lof separate and unrelated movements, each one the result of
different causal fictors: the wooI trade,, population growth, technological
change, shifts in demand, market opportunities, inflation, and many others.
However, as Conner emphasized, such a piecemeal approach gives an almost
entirely false impression of w’hat actuaglly occurrled. 54 Although the pace of
enclosing activity was uneven., the movement i,; best viewed as a continuous
~XKSS. The model describeid irl the next section 6 21 help to reveal the workings
CCtthis process and tc identif’) title rationale underlying it,

Our o@ctive is t c znalyzz the economic impact of enclosing a single open

eld vilPage. En spite of the complex pztterns of land use and crop mix which
characterized open&eld agriculture, it wil!Ibe possibfe to draw some important
conclusions from cMz3in general economic principlles.
To keep the anaiysiz simpler, land, labor:, (and agricultural output are treated as
and hxnogerreous com.modities. At least implicitly, VJ:G are postulating
weights used for adding up diff.:rent sub-componzats have been SO
sei that ‘mydefinition we can banish all the in& number problems
ciated ts’,th aggregation.
the rota8 village land ‘1sgiven, WEAitially assume th;.t two processes
raisin;i; t.o obtain wooi (pasture) and 4~eat production
~~~~ab~e~.
‘Fable i irdica?es &technical coefscients for each actilxy.

m-0

Units of Iabc~rjVahaeof output
Units of itnntil/VaJue
ctfoutput

Pasture

_-Arable

a,

a,

&

3
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---
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From what we know of these two ~~~hniq~~s, sheep raising is less labor but
more land intensive than wheat growing. In symbols,

W- wish to cot struct an aggregate production function for the vikge out of
the iia!a given in table 1. Taking tne total avocet OFvillage ‘land as givren(without 10si of genarality it is set at unity), such a function tells us for every quantity
of labor input the corresponding maximum atta~I~ab~~value of agricultural
output. The aggregate [illage production function is depicted as FF ir: fig. 1.
Vdlue of

oulpu:

__-__--__
--Labor
__
_._
_- ___

a a?‘&

Fig.

1

The tntal product curve of the village is made up of just three straight lines
because we: have so far lirn~t~dthe analysis to two processes between which the
marginal ;xoduct of labor is constant. Of course, more than two processes were
available to a village. Aside from sheep and wheat, t’lm %v.:r~z,tairy husb:~nd~y~
other cereal crops, and various vegetables, all of whxh represented additiona_aI
o~t~~ns~either se~a~atc~yor in ~~ornb~nat~on~
open to t&c v~~~.~~ers.
Exh ofthese
processes can be describcld in terms of their land and labor coel”ricicnt~~hicb, \ve
can ass~~me,fall son~ewht~rebetween the two c~~r~rnesof sheep ra,is~ngand wheat
gro~lr~g. For example, dairy farming reqked more “naborthan sheep husband
but lets than wheat grooving. On the other hand. ~~~~d~~~~~~~~~~~~stwv 3cwer

for dairy farming than. for sheep, but highej: fhan for wheat. If we continue to
incrbw the number of processes, we can in the limit describe aggregzte production with a smooth curve BikeFF in fig. 2. The reader, however, must remember
that underlying the smooth total product curve for the village are identifiable
processes associ.ated with varicus input mixes and with possibly different outputs.
In an open-field village, the peasants paid implicit or explicit obligations for
their use of the land. ‘We are taking such payments as relatively fixed by law or
custom (possibly at zero in certain cases) and as non-profit-maximizing. Elsewhere in this pttper we discuss why it is improper to view feudal lords as profit
maximizers and why the array of dues, duties and services made by a tenant did
not coastitwte economic rent in the modern sense. In the present context we
y note that if a feudali lord’s well-being was a function not of his income
t aiue of output

_ _._~____..
_ _-_-

-- -- - - - .-

Labor

Fig. 2:

alone, but allso of the num& qf men under his control, then a behavior pattern
which optimized overall util; ty would yield a sub-maximal amount of rent.
TO ICghlight the basic ec(Dnornic features of the change from ccjmmunal to
private regulz.tion of property, we first consider an extreme system of pure
communal prapeerty in whil,:h no obligations are paid to the local lord. We will
st this +th the opposite extreme of pure @ate property where workers
eRect hired to maxirrlize profits. Later in the anal! Gs we will introduce
-tax 13ayments but will show that this in no l;iSLy
alters any
of the straight line QA represents the average output per man
e GIlage when there: arc: jz villagers. Taking this average standard of living
te, *:heprofit maximizing position in this village would
mti .xt of labor iciequal to 0:~ prevailing w:ige. ‘That is,
e total product curve equals the going

wage. In the pure communal case, since no one has the right to exclude, Tuch
points are unob~nable within the existing social structure.
What role does enclosure play in this system? Assume that the lord begins to
view his estate primarily as an income yielding asset. Whereas previously he
calculated the value of his land mostly in terms of the number of subjects it
supported, he now desires maximum profits, independent of the size of the labor
force. As a profit maximizer, the lord sees that if he could exclude k-~9:
unnecessary workers and pay those who remain a wage equal to the prevailing
standard of living IV,he could raise his income to P. This would reduce agricultural output, but it would cut labor costs even more.

Labor

Fig. 3
None of this is changed by i~trodu~ing nominal feudal rents (or head taxes)
which yield fess than a maximum income. A ‘typical’ preo8enclosure viIIage is
represented in fig. 4.
lord collects a traditional rent of 8, while 3 peasa.nt.3
work the land at net per capita return to them elf I?. Since this village is ‘typical’,
I? is also approximately the prevailing peasant s,tandard of living throughout the
economy. This makes sense as an aggregate abstraction because it was happening ‘on average’ for villages and because, du 6 :o migration, the nature sf cmmmunal property and other causes, forces existed which tended to push irz this
direction at least to some extent. Again, when T;alues change, the Iord bcgint; to
perceive that he CXI raise..his income to * I=y~a~~~~~~~sa~rs at the gAng Mage
~7and cutting back their numbers to x*The wish for maximum proiits ~~de~cnd~~t of the size OF ehe labor for; e
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important. Fn England, enclosures proved the most effective way of establishin,g
private property rights to the land. This is what we see as the essence of thle
enclosure movement,
The main thrust of this analysis, which seems to be completely bypassed in the
vast literature on enclosures, is that by l”tst:ery naiure the s=ctof enclosure must
hd to depopulation. That is wh:y a would-be land’iord encloses in the first place.
Profits cannot lx increased unless peasants are squeezed off the land. Of course
the lord would not need to exclude peasants if they cokctively agreed to pay the
new maximal rent R*, bul they will refuse to do this. They could not raise a rent
of R* and yet have all Y of them simultaneously remain on the village land
without depressing their standard of living below the prevailing rate of t7.

Fig. 4

When village land is enclosed, the profit maximizing landowner chooses to
operate at a less labor-intensive point on the production function. To some of the
2 -x* dispossessed peasants, it may appear as if they are being displaced for
purely ‘technological’ reasons because new, less labor-intensive techniques or
commodities have co:ne into being. In fact, this is exactly the reverse of what
actb,r?ly occurs. A new technolo,;y is introduced preciseI; to save on labor.
is as far as we can go with a partial equilibrium analysis of enclosures, It
used to provide insights into what iiappens on a single piece of land when
it k enclosed. But to answer some more difficult. questions concerning the x-era21
_-sart ofenclosures, we must mctve on to a more complicated general equilibrium
i

iswctim

is to

analyze the significance

of enclosures

for an entire
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rural economy. First we seek to quantify or state analytically production and
distribution conditions in a pry-capita~st ‘traditional’ agricultural system based
on communal regulation of property. Then we compare such conditions with
the relations which prevail under a *modertl co~~me~cial system based on private
propert.y ownership. Some rather sharp differences will emerge.
For ~Lnalytica~conve~ence~ we treat the countryside as if it is split up into y1
non-overlapping localities or villages. The term “village’ is used in an extended
sense because it refers not to a collection o~dwellings but rather to the land area
under control of its inhabitants. A village <with no inhabitants) is imputed to be
located even in unsettled areas.
The land of any given village is considered to be of uniform quality, although
it may differ from one village to another. Alternatively, we can think of the iand
within a village as being non-homogeneous but distributed in such a way that
every villager’s holdings are divided in the same fixed proportio~~s between lands
of varying quality. So long as each man allocates his time between his holdings to
maximize his total output, for our purposes the results will be the same as if
village land were of uniform quality. We also treat labor as if it were homogeneous
and uniform. This kind of an assump~on is needed even to Begin to talk about
whether laborers as a whole are made better or worse off b~ldifferent institutional
arrangements.
The index i, running from 1 to n, will stand for village i. Let xi denote the
number of people working in village i. This results in total agricultural product
yi given by the production function
Yi =

JiCxi)

’

It is important to be clear about the meaning of the above functional relation.
As explained in ;:he previous section, the production function ~i(:l(Xi)
gives the
maximum value of aggregate agricultural output in village i as a function of the
number of people working in that village. When xi is large, aggregate output is
maximized by ecci:omizing on land and producing relatively labor intensively.
In the range whers xi is small, the greatest value of output would be realized by
using land-intensive, labor-saving techniques. Naturally the appropriate priccweights to use for aggregating outputs might shift over time, but for any given
moment the interpretation of a village production function should be clear. In
what follows, we assume that a:, a Fiat approximation viilage production .!‘unctions are stable over time.
A typical village production function is depicted in fig. 5.
Production functions will normally differ from village to village due to varying
conditions of soil fertility, climate, drainage, etc. The follo~~ing three ~ea~urec
are taken as standard for any village:
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If xi c x;, then

If xi c

xi, then
(the more labor, the less otitput per
laborer).

(3)

rsetyfor exposito~~yconvenience, we assume that the deri~~ative~~(~~exists for
ailx > O(atx = 0 existence of the right hand derivative sufices)~
vi

Fig. 5

To get a feeliag for ;vhat the all~~a~o~ of resources is like when there is
communral ownership and for how it differs under private olr%lnership,we f&st
compare the polar situation where all property is strictly communally regulated
with the opposite extreme where it is ail private. These are urnrealistic pure cases
but they will serve to foeus attention on the essential economic contrasts between
~ornrnu~~~land private property and to indicate what h.yppens when an economic
system makes the transition from one to the other. Later we c~)~sider more
~orn~~~~ted ‘mixed’ systems, but the results will be similar.
mural ownersh’r,:)is one of the most ancient forms of land management.
redoninant SJstem for almost all primitive hunting, fishing, trapping
ring societies and it is common to many primitive agricultural come start by considering the pure economic theory of such an arrangessetlce of the communal owrrership system in its pure fora is that society
cPer;iesto an!/ ind!‘vidual or group the prerogative to block the usage
rcqxxty. Anyone wiiling to work an qua! amount as the

other villagers can enter a viI!age and is cnti&l to a~ equal share vf the OUQX.K.
Note that there xe n,o markI% in labor or land.
What will be the dist~~~u~~n of labor in purely ~~mjuunally h.eld land?
Suppose that the ~revailin~~re;urn per man thr~u~~ut the e~~u~~~~yis 69,with
agricultr.nral output as numeraire. Men will enter the Stb village if the average
product in th,at village is greater than # and leave it if the average product is 1~s
than iii. In equilibrium, 1, peas.ants will settle in village i, where

Fig. 6

This point is shown in fig. 6. If+f:(O] 2 fl;,no one +l be indured to cuter village
i because he can fare better elsewhere; and the iand sf village i, wkh is of’
inferior quality, will nat be cultivated. Such a situation is depicted in fig. 7.
If people are mobile, they will gravitate to that village offering them the mos~c
product per person. An e~uilib~um is reached only when the average product
per person is eqplalized ot all lands in use, In this case3 there is no incentive for
further movement. The equikibrium is stable ‘because once swt ofit, forces are sc:t
in motion (via resettlement) which bring the system back to it.
The allocation system described above is denoted 61 (for communal) and the
e~?.~i~ibrium
values of variables in it are capped by a tilde.
Let there be a total of Ll2borers. The equilibrium value: of {2,} and G for C
are determ~inedas solutions 1.0the following equations:

The opposite extreme to C is the case of pure private property in the context
of a market economy. This kind of an economic system sanctions the property
rights of a certain class or group who owns the land 2nd determines its use. The
services of land and labor can be bought and sc,ld freely in the market, an
uperation wbicb bad no meaning under C. With competition, labor can be hired
at a common wage, and income-seeking land owners wiJ1 hire that amount
which maximizes their pro&s. When $3is the prevailing wage raze in terms of
output as numeraire, -i”$workers will be hired in village i, where

lfLi

> &then

Fg. 7

2 marginai product Izfthe last worker hired equals the wage rate. In fig. 8 this
e earned on73;tad i, which will also be the competitive value of

ot be inrGr;le maximizing, whereas a higher rent would find
6, it is not \*jorthwhile to cultivate the land, no laborers will
ta’: is zero. Such 3. situation can be depicted in fig. 7 with I?
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Note that formally it is the salne thing to a pro5t maximizing land owner
whether he hires the optimal number of laborers at the going wage rate or
(charges a competitive rent for the kse of his land and allows laborers to allocate
,themselves after paying the rent. With the one case .:e think of ‘land as hiring
labor, with the other of labor hiring land. In theory, the :esulting allocation of
resources and return to factors is the same with either case.
Our ultimate aim is to compare the pure private property market system,
denoted P, with the pure communal proper@ system C previously described. In
order to be able to make a meaningful comparison, we assume that the physical
basis of the economy - the production functions fi(xJ and the total number of
‘laborers L - is the same in bcth systems.

Fig. 8

what the IancJords do
To close our model of this system we have to s?xify
(
with the rental surplus they obtain. There are several possibilities, A landlord
might himself ‘use up’ the agricultural surplus, either by directly con:;urr,ing it
or by employing it to finance the import of foreign commodities. Alternatively,
he could spend rental income on domestically produced manufactures, con!jtructic/n, an4 services - which we will call ‘S-goods’.
Let /1be the amount spent on S-goods per unit of rental income (0 ;$ /I 5 I )*
Let the variable ZS denote the total amount of S-goods produced. To a first
approtimation. S-goods are produced by labor alone, without the help of fixed
capital or the use of agricultural commodities as intermediate materials. Thus,
an S-good can be measured by its direct and indirect labor content, assumed to
‘tx unity without loss of generality. 5th competition, the price of a unit of SThe total amount of S-goods that
goods must be I?, t meprevailing
would be purchased

with rentcal

i

iS AC; ~ii;;;,. Exactly 3s mnuly

workers (Quesnay’s ‘classe sterile’) wi fl be dr:.wr~ out of agricultural production
to satisfy this demand.
The P’(private property) equZ.ibnium syster.~ we h:~e been describing, YNhrJse
variables are capped with a circumflex, then:fore satisfies the following three
equations :

n

c

Zi-i-2,

= La

1

In the long course of historical development, ecokiemic societies can be viewed
as moving in a general way from C to P (and then beyond when capital starts to
accumulated). Suppose we indulge in the fantasy that instead of a long drawnout process, the transicrmation from C to P tails place overnight. What kinds
of diflerences would we expect to fink between the C and P economies? Of course
riuch a transformation did not at alk‘takeplace quickly, and many things happened
along the way, but our extreme way of posing the question will isolate such
rices as arise purely from changing the economic system itself.
most immediately striking differen= between the two systems is {*hatin
the P system there .i3 an agricultural surplus of magnitude c; A, which is
extracted by the landowners. This surplus manifests itself in part by causing a
ansfer of workers out of agriculture to satis@ the demand for domestically
ted non-agricultural goods which it creates. 111(3, on the other hand,
ers themselves consur?e everything that they produce. There are no surplus
ion of S-goods), there is no reason to transfer workers
is in P, and there is no potential for accumulation.
M,, largely haraced at f&t out of rental income,
uaIly carries the P system forward into a new phase of development where
me mover becomes the accumulation of capital (which railjes labor proloyed). But this comes later, after the transition from
the subject of our present analysis.
ent diflerence between t’_retwo systecms is that P is efficient
nts in C are ine%ciently distributed on the land. By
nt of labor, greater total output could be achieved.
illustrated by the following numerical example.
, .G!and B, and a total of 5 laborers. The production

Y.!Z.
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and f9r village B it is

Pr~cfuction in tJage A is more praduztive for small r:umbers of men, but the
pr:Dduction function runs into dimiriishing retiurns more rapidly.
For C, the distribution of mea on land obeys the eq~ztions

which has the solution x, = 3, J+, = 2.
Each man gets 6 units of output; but this is inefficient, To maximize total
output it is the marginal produ.ct of labor that should be equalized among
diRerent lands, not its average product. In the example above the marginal
product of labor in village B is tive, but it is zero in village: A r
The distribution of the five laborers which would maximize total output
equalizes marginal products and therefore obeys the cqrMations
12--4x, = 7--xb9
X,-txb = 5.
This has the solution x, = 2, .$ = 3 with a uuiform marginal product of 4 in
bo,th villages. Total output per man is (16+ 16$)/5 = 6& higher than that
obtainable under C.
The preceding example could easil& be generalized. Under aver:!ge product
equalizing, thie better properties are overworked and the maximum output is not
realized. It would be more efficient to transfer people from the overcrowded
lands of better quality, where their marginal product is lower, to those of poorer
quality, where their marginal product is higher. In the P system, mal:ginal products are automatically equalized due to profit maximization with a uniform
wage, and it is impossible to increase the output of agricultural produce gi=::n
the number
laborers working in agriculture. This is not true for C, which is an
inefficierit system yielding less than its maximum po Able agricultural ;product.
There is an alternalive way of looking at the efficiency issue which rrray be just
as instructive, Although the composition of alutput is different in the two
sqi,tems, natic,nal product as conventionally mep.::ure (with agriculeural “FQdS
as numeraire) will have to be higher in P than in t3. The national produLL IR P is

cf

while in C it is

e
if(ixj9.
1
Z%x?m
(a],
forall
i,
fi(iC,)--$iti
>fi(Si)-'fi3iy
~4thstrict inequality if _$ # $i. Summing the above inequality,

which can be rewritten as

Using (6) and (91, we have

(109
u hich is the result to be proved.
We now ask a fundamental question whose answer will have far xaching
Gjnsequences for our analysis. Under which system do the peasant-laborers fare
tztter ? P is an e$%cientsystem and in it the pie of nationa! income is higher than
irl C. St the workers in P are getting only a slice: of the pie, while as l~easants
0:;~ get a41of it in C. So the answer would appear to be ambiguous.
NevcrtheIess, w: can prove that in a!1 sa:,es the working population must be
bztter off under C thal under P. That is,
i3 3

6.

This t!xmem ; s proved as follows:

Suprjosr: first there is an jntegcrj with >Zj:> 0 and ij 2 Ij. Then

(11)
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IfsZi < J?ifor all 2i > 0, then C; &(a,) < r; fi(Zi)e This implies that

In either case we have the result to be proved.
The implications of (I 1) are important. While P is eEcient and has a higher
national income than C, the workers don’t share in the increased benefits.
Because the price of non-agricultural commodities is primarily determined by
labour costs, in the P system by comparison with C the terms of trade have moved
in favor of agricultural goods and against manufactures,construction, and services.
It is also easy to see that labor productivity is higher in P agriculture than in C,
or that

What about the total output of agricultural ccmmodities? Is it greater under P
or C? The answer depends on the propensity to spend rental income on domestically produced non-agricultural goods ard services. If 1 is small, for example
when rentiers are marketing most of the s~rpius abroad the agricultural output
of P exceeds that of C. lf, GGthe other hand, all rental in zome is spent on domestically produced non-agricultural items (A.= l), so ,nany laborers must be
sipho,ned out of agriculture that its output is lower unde 7P than Cc.
What are the effects on land usage of ch,.mging from C to P? As we have already
noted, under P the number of agricultural workers will deciine by 2,. Peasants
move off the land, seeking work in manufacturing and other trades which satisfy
the growing demand for non-agricultural goods arising out of increased rental
income. The better pieces of land will have less workers on them :mder P than
under C (this notion could be quantified and proved as a theorem). On ‘the other
hand new lands which were marginally undesirable under C will new be brought
into cultivation for the first time. If a village i is such that t”v-< ,fi’(e) < G’,it will
be settled under P whereas it was unpopulclted under C. The transition from 63
to P thus evens out settlernent patterns. moving people off the better knds, into-+
the cities and onto newly cultivated areas.
So far we have been carrying out the ana.lysis of this section as if the transition
from communal to private property occurred instantaneously, ‘That assumption
has given QS some vah,.rable insights. Now it is :Lppropriate to a;lalyze in ahe
context of a more realistic equilibrium model whht happens xrhen just a sin@
village is turned into private property or ‘enclo:ed’. Although The analysis is

:;lightly more complicated, we will see that all the basic conclusions of the
rhykr story are borne out.
Ihqppose that at a given time the total of IYvillages are divided into lpzopenfield, traditionally organized villages and ,n- irltlenc,ilosedvil.lages y.‘unalong profit
rnlaximizing lines. In each of thz ryt open-field’ Gllages pea.sants 1~;~implicit or
explicit obligatioxls for their use of the land. Whether they are in. the form of a
ha& tax or a land rent, the essence of traditicrlnal feudal obligations is that they
ar+zrektively fixed by law of custom (possibly at. zero iu certain cases) and that
they yield the lord less than 8 profit maximizing ,income~

Fig. 9

What will be the equilibrium numlber of workers in open-field village i, where
f g i s m? Let l?, be the fixed feudal rent on the land 01‘village i, and fi the
Fred feudal head tix. These are a stylized representation of medieval economic
obligations. If there are xi :> 0 villagers in S;the net return per man will be

In equilibr+um this must equal G, the prevailing standard 41,”living throughout
the economy. krfki is the equilibrium number of workers in village i, then

is solution if;&picted graphically in fig. 9.
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14t the point xi = ZI, (12) is satisfied and each peasant receives $c. The total
return which the feudal kindlord receives is

This is less than the profit maximizing return of Rf”, obtained after enclosure by
employing only xf laborers, at the point wheref;,l(x*) = 15.
Now suppose village nt is enclosed. The equilibria before and after this event
are shown in table 2.
Trj.ble2
Equilibria
_I__

_--

-

Before m is enclosed
: f,(Jr-i) z

Ri+(fl++?,)Zi,

.Xi

E fi'(O)r

@,R~=O,?icO,

0

____..

After m is enclosed

jl, > 0
=

-_--

i = 1,. . ., m;
12: = f&v*)-

ihi*

=

max_l;:(x)-@x
Jr&3
i= VZ++,. . .,n;

Note that before a village is enclosed, the f&da1 obligations Wi and Zi are
treaged as tied and exogeno Asly given. After enc!o!:ln=ethe profit maximizing
rental RF is endogenousl:/ determined (as are 17,all ?+reZi, and all the xi’; each
suclr variable takes ok dif.:“erentvalues before *andafter a village is enclosed).
The results of changing a sin;le village from open-field control to privat z
property are just a scale rf-down version of what happens when the whole ::,ystem
changes from pure communal to pure private property. The return to labor is
lowered, the surplus goes up, land previously untilled gets drawn into cultivation,
the terms of trade turn in favor of foodstuffs, national income rkses, there is ;;Lnet
flow of workers out of agr ic&ire, etc.
,4s we have seen, when an open-Geld village is enclosed, it. must be dep~pula&. Q’here do the rtispllced laborers from the enclosed village go ? Since each
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enclosure nudges the prevailing wage rate down, profi:t maximizing land1ords on
pr!eviousiy enclosed land will want 13 hire more wage laborers. Some d,isplaced
workers will crowd into the remaining unenclosed villages because thi;: return
obtainable there looks more attractive when the general standard of liking is
Iswer. Virgin land will be called into cultivation because the marginal product tj,f
thle first worker becomes higher than the prevailing wage and a fraction of the
dispIaced people will move there. Finally, a; rents rise, the demand flor nonagricultural goods finiinced out of the surplus increases, causing centers of
;snufazturing andl other ncn-agricultural trades to attract some rkewlydisplaced
rants. Thus, as enclosures proceed, they give rise to a lot of population
invement and .-esettlemlelt, accompanied at all times by a decline in the standard
of fiving of rhe wor,ki,qgpopulation.
sammary, osther things being eclual, when village land is enclosed:
Peasants are displaced. from the newly enclosed land.
standarcl of 1iGng of the working population declines.
Rents rise and the surplus increases.
Less labor-intensive techniques are used on the newly enclfosed land.
The population of other villages rises,
ew lands are sett’ied.
idational inwme is higher.
Agricultural output is produc :d more efficiently.
The terms of trade move in favor of agriculturti a.gai.ls\ industry.
There is a net flow of labor out of agriculture.

‘II-e

CMcourse it wo:ald be foolish to maintain that the extent to wliich efTects (l)( IO) have been observed is evidence of *.hevalidity of our approach. History did
not rtand still during the many centu;ries of enclosing activity, and the effects
rcrdicted by our theory may have been caused at :lezt in part by other Factors.
Great changes accompanied the lenclosure movement, including changes in
ulation, technological knowledge, and capital,. It would not be difIicult to
I out the implications of these and other exogenous change; (to a certain
extent they are already familiar). But even after it were clone, a. component of
cts would remain due to the enclosure movement per se. It is this ceteris
paribus pure component which we have tried to isolate. What has been observed
in the real historical record i(; naturally a sum of effects due to all the components,
including this one. It is our further contention that the particular connponent we
ave isolated is significant, although it has been relatively neglected in the
terature. R’e deal with this issue in the next section.

The value of cur model lies in its ability t;j provide a cohe:rent, logically
t frzrmework for analyzing;; enclosures. In this section we will use the
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Anodel to sheId light on many of the controversial issues which surround the
enclosure movement. Scch an approach has its limits, of course. A few comments
may help to make clear what we consider the pyoper use of the model in this
context.
The purpose of our model is not to speciifj! in detail the ‘feudal’ or ‘capitalist’
modes of distribution. Our aim is to use the relevant abstractions of these
systems to illustrate

the economic

consequences for a rural economy of go!ng
over from one to the other. For that purpose we need only esta!7lish a rough
approximation 10 the basic aggregate principles of distribution in each system.
The relevant abstraction of how peasants were distributed on the land under
open-field agriculture is the principle of aequalized net average producls
not
because it is a. literally true description, bul. because what actually OKLIT”s can be
thought of as brought about by some kind of random process distributed around
this basic principle (as opposed to some o+.her). Similarly, the relevant abstraction
of private prclperty di:>tribution is that inarginai produl:ts are equalized because
the actual speration of a competitive markl:t economy can be regarded as based
on this. principle, plus uncertainty. It is not the amount of variance that is
important for our purposes so much as the central principle around which the
variation is occurring. Although the competitive model is familiar and widcl~,~
accepted, it is no less of an abstraction than alerage product equalization under
a system of communal property. We feel confident that we have identified the
correct abstractions as central principles, but in the fnal ana!ysis this is an issue
that the reader must decide for himself.
In the remainder of this section we examine by subtopics the standard versions
of the cau!;es and consequences of the English encl(Dsurc movement, Then we
treat briefly the transition from traditional to commercial agriculture in a general
economic development context. Our aim throughout this scztion is to compare
and contrast our model with various other viewpoints. Hopefully this will
provide some semblance of unity TVwhat might otherwise appear to be a somewhat episodic survey of the enclosure literature.
While the present paper concentrates on the enclosure movement in England,
our model is really of an abstract character. Bt can just as we11be used to analyze
certaiti aspects of the transition from ‘traditional’ to ‘modern’ agriculture in the
general
context. of eccnomic development. This theme is briefly touched upon
an the final part of scctlon six.

According :c7this exl?lanation,enc/osure
fo!*pasture tookpl~cewken thedlzn-iand
for wool increased. The most promirlent exirmple of this appro:lch is the argument that Tudor enclosures were a rcsponst: t;, a rise in the derr:a;lti for wo01,~ ’
55Se~Fisher (1940),
Rawden 1(1962),
Ramsay (1965,pp. 24-25) and Taurney (1967,pp. 195\

l97).

c-hut
the
mid-1 5th to mid-16th
esoecidiy
for woolen cloth, e%pOrt i, between
*,
cextwies. This increase in WOO:d~mar~d akgedly resulted iln a rise in the price
of wool relative t/ the grice Iofcorn. Ekmers were encauraged t,crraise more sheep
by putting down more land to perl:ianent pastun:. Comipact farms were better
adapted for sheep farming ske fences were I:sefiF%to keel? the aninimalsfrom
straying onto the an-Me. An un~~lkdable resTlit ~11’:depopulation, since sheep
faking required more land and less !!abor than mixed farming, ’ 6
Although t%-, general line oF ana’iysis is widely accepted, there are numerous
factual dkrepsncies.
Many enclosures were not followed by conversion to
pasture. Dstailed regional studies have shown that. Gnclosures were followed by
a shift to some form of convertible husbandry just abcut as often as by complete
convers,ion to pasture. 57 Tlhis conformed to the advice of Fitzherbert, Tusser,
aad other jr.%th. century agricuituraSl writers who advocated enclosures as a
means to introduce convertible husbandry. 58 They explicitly opposed conversion
to permanent pasture. A shift to mixed farming is not what we would expect
if sheep were the only cause of depopulation and if sheepmasters were the
only enclosers. ’ g Royal commissioSls set up tcb investigate enclosing activities
were well aware that enclosures were not by any means just for permanent
pasture. 60
A major problem with the ~301 trade explanation is that the price data simply
do not support the argument. 61 If the analysis were correct, we would expect
the price of wool to rise relative to the price of grain. Gn close inspection of the
available data we can find no systematic difference in the trend of -+oo1and grain
prices between 1450 and 1550. If anything, the price of wool declines relative to
the prke of grain?’ The data so blatantly contradict the standard analysis that
it ‘s dificult to underbLand how it has managed to maintain such geneyal
aci eptance.
It is conceivabie that an increase in the amount of WOOZ
demanded has been
cc#nfused with an increase in the demand for wool. There ivas an undeniable

5@By enclosing his arable land and converting it to pasture, a farmer was able to cut down
his fabour costs by changing from a crop using a comparatively large amount of labour to one
using little.’ [Bowden (1962, p. 5). J
sfSeeSmith (19?Ot 3. 19), Kenridge (1959: p. 54) and CJhambers (1966: pp. 137-172).
saSee Fiaherbert (f 882, p. 77) and Tusser (18’78,pp. 140-146).
s 9See Thirsk (1959, p. 11).
6okeespecirl~yLeadam (1892,1893).
5 1Price data on ~NCPQI
F 2 scant:!. Tine best series is that preparlcd by Hockden (i552) and they
. [See WrigP (19551.1S. Pollard (1955) makes sorle of the sam:: observahich we dr: about trends in the wool and whieat :;eries. Rowden uses his series to argue
t,
both wbea? and wool prices rose in the first haif of the I 6th century, there were
;~hich the pric; of ?vheat was high relative to the price of wool, and only
1552 did relative p -ices move in favor of wheat. For an e.utensichnof this series back to
an3 for the series on grain seeappendix by Bowden (1967) in Thirsk.
A :-egression wlcs run of the form PH”Pq = a+bt for the 101 years from 1450 to 1550
t&here P, is the price of v.rool, fg is the price of graira, and ,ris time. The coefficient t was negatikt:
wirh a t-statistic greater than three. The data were based on tables I anal ‘r’in ,Bawden’s statistical
a
x in Thirsk (1967).
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expansion in English exports of unfinished woolen cloths between 1450 and 1558.
The data on exports, more reliable than most for that period, demonstrate a
marked upward trend. Our point is that the standaro analysis has focused
exclusively 0::~demand and has overlooked the possible push which came from
the supply side,
e enclosing of lahd always .!edto a movement back along the
total product curve to a less labor intensive process. In many cases this must have
meant converting some land from arable to pasture. With only slight exaggeration it is possible to argue that the conventiorral story of Tudor enclosures is the
exact opposite of what actually occurred - the enclosure mcvement gave rise to
the wool trade rather than the other way around.”

The ‘wool trade’ explanation is just one of many that regard enclosures as a
series of sepaFdte movements, each one meciianically determined by different
forces. Various attempts to explain enclosures in terms of some kind of technological imperative fall into this category. We do not mean to imply that technological change did not occur in agriculture:, nor that it was u: ;mportant, only
that there is no reason to link it specifically to enclosmg.
At one time it was commonplace to maintain that scientific methods of stock
breeding, new crops and crop rotations, and modern techniques of enhancing
soil fertility were all incompatible with open-field agriculture.64 It was because
open-field farms seemed to prec: ude the introduction of new techniques that the
shift to enclosed farms was made to appear dependent on technological change.
But open-field <arming was !n fact much more amenable to new techniques than
was once believed. Through various expedients, frequently by me$ansof a change
in village bylaws. open-field agriculture was altered to facilitate the introduction
of new farming techniques. Rooi crop.1s, clover., sainfoin, trefoil. and lucerne were
cultivated in open-field areas as well as on enclosed farms. EVL . L the floating of
water meadows, a task which required substantial labor and ctlpital inputs by
16th and 17th century standards, was done in open-field area:.. Ne:w rules were
designed to regulate the use of common grazing areas, both to prevent diseased
animals from infecting healthy ones and to control the breeding of quality bulls
and rams?
63This interpretation gains some support from studies of the wool trade in the 15th and
early 16th centuries. From all accounts, by the middle of the 15th century ;rade in woolens was
well organized with established outlets for English products on the cocltinent. Aside from
temrJorary gluts, these great mtcrnational markets in Europe could abscrb almost unlimited
quantities of English woolens. For information on the wool trade see Post;>.nand Power (196d),
Carus-Wilson (1959,1967), Van der M’ee (1963) and Bowden (1962).
109).
‘.?See, among others, G;-a~j(195.
““See Koskins (1963, p. 15_7,!,OsJ4ns (1967, p. 161), Haviden (1965, pp. 1%159;,, Kerrid~~~
(1967, p. 19) and Martin (1967). As an example:
In 1677 the tenantry of Wylye agreed to restrict their pea hitchings to or:e-third of the West

c
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The tendency to assume that enclosed farms were undisputed technoiogi ~1
feaders is similarly di@utable. In many areas agriculjLure practices on encloseil
farms were no less b&ward than on common latlds? ’ The evidence cautions us
st trying to po:;:~tany general causal relationship between the new technoand the enclosure moveme.;lt. 6’
In our framework, production iunctions do not shift as a result of enclosure
itself. This seems to us the best way to clistinguish what we are trying to analyze mpact of eniclosures per se - from the influence of lother concurrent but more
s independent changes in the agrarian sector. The increases in efficiency due
osures were more of the sort ‘. . . that could be achieved by rec;rganization
of existing resources rather than by invention of new techniques?* In an
economic sense, it was as i? production moved from some point inside the
production possibiliti,es frontier to a point on the frontier, instead of the frontier
itself shifting.

The ‘price revolution’ of the 16th century sometimes receives credit for the
early enlclosui-e:!;.The argument. is that in those cases when rent) a tlid other
c:ustornary medie~A obligations were fixed in moT1eyterms, ra%er than. .in ki nc ,?
tkir
rd
GAK: 1111:fi~~Pecl
c’lt;;
ypr,~esrose. A Ian blord whose incii03: was based on
then pa~mer~~ts~rirastlhpx-:(XImpd led to fry any r(::j5.sonLibPe
exp~::dien~t J ~rnl:~.ir~t:;~~n
iis ecctnomic pc::itic:i:l. Since le:r~.clo,;ure,
among dka things, gave 1.1
c landlord
power to ~bc&::h customary :~~aymentsand to raise rents, he: enclosed when
inflation bqan to crlt into the income from his lrnd, The mail: difl%cult,ywith
this analysis is that the “price revolution’ d,2tes from around 1520, a full fifty
years after enclosures had become a serai3us+Gal problem, and it. :nds well before
the enclosure movement comes to a halt. 69 The steep rise in prices in the 16th
century c!id indeed create severe difficult,& for those who were unable to ;ldjust
monetary obligations upward. In many cases the inflation probably presented ;1.
forcGuX (ncentive to enclose. Our point .is that enclosures would have occurred
(and did so) even without this kind Gf pressure. Monetary argument:5 (as well as
End Comfrmn Gel ‘c each year . . . to permitIindividua1 farmers to grow other follow crops as

ey @eased. By 1 Ii 6 at the latest clover was being sown in the common fields of Chalks . . .

Ketidge (1959, p. ST).1
-See Griggs W66, pp. 47,54).

e

n.ornic historians have noted that there was a savings III transit time which
king f’&rmsmore compact. But in an age before ml::chanization, t:,e time
v.‘eCnstrips of land in the same village had to be an i::significant part of the
to W/OX%
a ,;trip. Other aq:ments for the advantages of ulompactness based on
Ie seers similarly unconvincing in a context of non-mechanized agril:uiture.
e;-Aclps this theme in more detail.
ambers ar 3 Mingg:r (1966, p. 104).
iact, ttle uy ,arge in enclosures after 1650 was accompanied bq falling prices. See, for
e, CM=waite (E96’9).

other partial explanations) simply fail to account for the essence of the enclosure
movement.
A p Iausibl’eexplanation
In our model, the main force behind the enclosure movement was an urge to
maximize profits from the land. In this, the agent of change was the profitseeking landlord, He began to view land less as a definition ofrank or a valuable
source of traditional services, and more as an income-yielding investment. The
paternalistic relationship between manorial lord and tenant gave way to on_e
based on profit maximization in a market economy.’ *
It is beyond the scope of our paper to explore the causes which underlay the
rise of ‘capitah:am’ or of the ‘profit motive’ in the early l%h century. Most
historians consider it a gradual process which evoL!ed slowly over an extended
period of time Although this is the proper way to regard. so fundamental :I
change in attitudes and ideas, we would contend, as many others do, that the
Tudor period in England marked a watershed in the breakup of feudal me:Mity.
While it is extreme2.r dificult to disentangle causes and ef3ects in so CM plex a
process, there is some consensus that; the relative -increase in ~~tc*~na~
su~b~~~ty
(even if only temporary) cat,lsed by the rise of a centralized zutl,ority, .;hr’longtzrm induence of trade ek:p:ansion, i mcvat km in military tet farclogy. sezulari,:atiorr of religous doctrine, the growth of&w c~~~pl~rt~~nit~e~
aac!inew co:~sumption desire:;, each in some fashil;>jlsupported thy dev=logment cfa profit-orieu!etZ
society. For our purposes it is enou$ to take the ~~radua~rise of a. clom~ercial
mentality as determined outside of our system and to concentrate on describing
its aliocative and distributive consequences when it appeared in the form cf 1~
enclosure movement. 7i
6.2. @CCC
,qlrences of enclus~re~: Rent increases
Our theorv predicts that rents must rise on newly enclosed estates, In fact, 0-e
evidence for the early enclosures leaves no doubt th2.t this was the case.“’ ;\s
Lawrence Stone notes :
7oSee Stone (1972, p. 68) and Jordan (1359, p, G!).
7‘These observations are a rationalization for chsnges in ,conomic behavior which sel:rl to
gain a foothold at;roughly the same timethat enclosures began to bulk large in England.
72Rent data for the 16th andearly 17th century are scarce. Kerridge’s (1353) index, con~~~~~~d
from surveys of the Herbert estates in the Chalk country of Wiltshire, is probably the best st:ries
we have. The data do not show a steady rise in the real value of l*e%s &en comparcc! ii1 the
indicesofgrainpriceso~~ thePhelpc;IZrotlnpriceindex
unless thejears 1510--1519~~ included.
The level ofreal rents in 1630-39 MS no higher than in 1530-39 [see alsa Stone (196S, p. 3X)].
However, there i:3no question that throughirlrt this period rents rose dramatically rzI:ci”c tc
wages. Money rents increased fourfold from 1530-29 to !6.10--39, w:herell; money wedgedI .KIIX
than doubled [K&ridge (1953) and Phefps BroS*n ant2 Ho, tki ns (f955,2956)j.
Over the same period, the terms of trade moved strongly in favor of agriculture and Ligalnst
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The most obvious and most common form of direct imp~~ovemer,t was
enclosure, by which all surveyors were agreed it was possible to incn;:ase the
value of arab!: and pastors by fifty per cent. . . . Once cons~)~~d~l~ed
and
e~c~o~d, the derncsne COUPbe let in blocks of HI0 acres or so I% ~;ubstantia~
farmers from whom a subsurntial rent could, be expected. “I
Fitzherbert and Tosser, among others, z-greed.that rents rose apprecL:lbly on
ni~w~yenclosed lands. IEvear:parliamentary enclosures, particularly whScnthey
accur*ed in areaS which had undergone relatively Me en~ossin~ or comsolidaaeon) ~~s~~e~up the rental wake of land. ’ 4

Zn a strictly fornal sense a landlord who had clear titk: to a piece: of land had
to etzclose it if he could raise rents. But in most cases his ability t,o do so
tional ~s~~~~t holdings7 5 was proscribed by lawS,“6This does not rrean
that rents were immtrtable, only that custom presented thy;m from being ;:~tprofit
rna~~rniz~~~levels. Ileginning in the late 15th century, many landlords resorted
ous expedients to circumvent th< constraints whi,:h tratdition placed on
rents to their fu,ll economic value. One of the marl; common devkes :vas
neficial least, a compromise between copyhold a& a modern l~~~,eh~Id
~~hic~kallotred a :ord to raise the ar~~~tr~b~~~
fme associated tvirh old
tc~~~,re~and to fea,lie unchanged the customary r:nt ~pa.!:ment.77 But the benese w;zsat best a short-run measures. Althc )L:ghtenants found it psef srable
t-term !ea se with high annual payments, by the 17th century morJcsubords realti;.!edthat the beneficial Iease did not. pe:rmit them to m:i;rimize
11p;j
Brow n and Hopkins (1957, p. 23%)],a result pn:dict.ed by our model. W e have
a:es of the real vake of aggregate rents for the ?Sth century, either in, ahsntute
s or rt:lativ? to other aggregates. While no onie would dispu .e th;lt lrents increased OFJ~
newly
.d Ir~~ds,not aI1 wotlid agree with our explanation1 of why this occurred.
?keS:one(l965,
J,t. 323).
tsrtimer, wri ting in f 707 argued :
!ropme twa rhings that are matters of ,fact, that, I think, are sufficient to prove the
ges of encksures; which is, first, the great qu rntities of ~~rol~nddaily enclosed; and
?e: mcrez:.seof rent that is everywhere mad,: by those tha.t do enclose their lands.
Gonner (1912, p, 303f.l
in (1967, p. 29) and Chambers and Mingay 1[1966,p. 84).
:.,we are concerned wilthcopyholdi tenure. There ‘wereat least four ways in
hold his estate according to the copy o:Fthe: court-roll - by i;-theritance
2, by inheritance with an arbitrable entry fine, :.i.ndfor life or lives with
!e entry fine. [Among others, see Stone a(lt’965,p. 307).] Eaczh one
cz tions and were susceptible to differenlt forms of rem ~~~u~;trnl~nt*
Irt
Hdersas a group ci.hosc rights to tne fand and ob~i~tio~s to the lord
always able to bring about even this change! n obligations. :k
8 s (1945, pp. 104-106) and R.B. Smith (1970, pa 80).

Stone

the return from their estatzs. ” A lord’s position was clear, If he wanted to
maximize his income, he had to persuade (or force his t,enants to surrender their
copies and take new leases at market detertnined rents. In many cases, it was only
through enclosure that conversion to modern leasehold tenure was accomplished,
1C’hf.e:is aI~o~her feature to co:zsider. All landlords were agreed that a good
esta’ as one made up of large fiarms run by substantial tenants. ’ g Among other
the ‘larger tenant could pay a higher rent than the smaller ones and could
th;
1
, r ;ula.rly, 8* The pri~~ip al lvay to bri,ng about this shift to larger farms was
s ,r ;olidate ‘and enclose. For mmt landlords the attraction ol’ enclosure was
&ely that it increased rlents, got rid of the smaller and :attrrlcted the larger
aant IS1~~c:~os~rewas only a. m~i!a!ns
to art end, but it was by far the most expedi -?ntmeans1available.
l

LA, Pazrker’s study of the enclosure of Co!.csbach. manor provides an excellent illustrz tioE of the poi nts we are trying lto make. ‘32A London merchant, John
Quarles, after some diffi~ulti~es,o~~tained pos session of the manor in about I6011602 and resolved to make a prolit. i3e offered the tenants a; .v leases which the!y
ref$ed on. the grounds that the rent was too high. Quarles shortly thereafter
renewed his offer which the old tenants again ejected. This was his last eKcrt to
preserve the traditional economy. ‘Determined to rayse the rentle of the n~an~nor
to some ansvverable proportion tll his purchas& 1~: nolv made preparations for
the encfQsure of its open fifelds. After dealing wit1i the freeholders of the area,
he tried again to make some arra~r~geme~twith the .,ld tenants. No. onfy did <they
refuse, they petitioned James I to stop the cnclosur 2 A commission was appointed
to investigaj:e the tenants’ complaints. ?he comlrission was made up of three
Leicestershire ia~do~ners who lad receniy enclosed their estates and who ‘were
sympathetic to Qua&s’ position. The ccmmissior decided in favor of Quarles,
who then obtained a royal license: to enclose. A,fter enclosure, the tlznants had no
option but to accept new leises or leave the village:..Some remained but had. t:,
pay rents about double the preenclosui;: level. C thzrs declined the new terms
amd left the village altogether. Only by nclosing was Quarles able to get clear
title to the land, without l\~hhichhe cotaid not hatIre secured the rent increases.
‘*See Stone (1965, pp. 314-3;!2).
’ “See H~i~~)ak.ukfN40, p. 15’).
FSee H;tbbak.uk (19b30).
81Chambers(1966, pp. 137-171)and Habbakttk(1940, p 16).
si SeePark{~r(l949~. ~anyex~~np~e~~similar tc) Parker’s study can be found in the Iterature but
nonecan mat!:h his for completeness crdetail. Se&e
Hilton (1954, p. l!M), R.B. SrnikJ970,
,j 13),
Chambers (1966, pp. 145-166), Mar in (19631, Hoskins (1965, pp. 241-260) and Power and
Iawney (1924). Tne list of griea,ances; presented by I&t and his associates ic a veritablfe case
study in what: erxzios~wesactual1.y entailed: cl.,)stop rent increases; (2) keep c~)rnn~~n~;
open to
freeholder!; a:ad copyholders; (3) keep down e:rttry fines and halt ,tlhe erosiofl of copyhold to
modern le~tsel~ol~l,[See Wand, Brown ;:nd Tat&n:y (191.4,pp. 247-2511::.]
M. Spufford(1965, pp. 44-48) tells ,I.similar tale but interprets it diflerently.

Foutf years h‘ter Quar es was called before a d~p~pul~t~on t~ommissio~ sikce the!

wntber of pe.asant households on the manor had been cut in half.

A fundamental result of our analysis is that workers are evicted from an estate
when it is enclosed. 83 If E landlord wants to increase his prcofits (raise his rents)
theal he must reduce the number of peasants on a newly en&sed piece of land.
Bis rg;ul(t does not d pend on a conversion from arable tlo permanent pasture
,ifte:r ~~n~losu~e.Rather it comes about more ge~~eral~ybecause an enclosing
lord will move back along his total product curve to less labor intensive activities
end will ne~ssari~~ abridge the ~~rnber of men on his land.
The relation between enclosure and depopulation, more than any other issue,
made the enclosure movement a subject of bitter controversy. In the 16th and
I 7th centuries most observers believed that enclosures led to depopulation.
A~thou~ the image ctf sheep eating men has dominated popular thinking, it is
important to not overlook the regional studies of Chambers, Moskins, Kerridge
and Martin which give evidi;mcethat the enclosing of an estate for arable as well
as ;ror pasture abridged labor?
It is sometimes argued that the later enclosures, particuiarly those accom~~j~hedby acts of parIia.ment, actually fed to an irrcrease in the demand f4-Jrlabor
required to do the heqin g, ditching, and r”2ncingof :he rearranged fields. Even
if enclosures were accompanied by a once-over rise in the demand for labor
services to set up the closes, such a shortrun increase in demand is hardly grounds
for arguing that enclosures did not abridge labor. As for the contention that
dei, some iudivid~als rio the enclosing and capture higher rents, while others are
land. Formally, it is irr,m;terial who plays which role. In the vast majority of
ould expect, it was the Iord who did the enclosingand the tra~t~o~~~
tenant yf.3

in a majur comprehensive study on the distribution 01,’lenclosed land, Lavrovsky (1940, p.
shc~~ that dL~~g the p~~ian~~en~~ enclosure less ,‘!wz seamypercet~t of enclosed land
to pea~~t.s Ilold:ing a total elf 25 aches of land or less. In the earlier enclosures, not
,atsd by parliamcatary acts, the aIlotmen::t was presumably even more disproportionate.
a&o Hoskins (J 96.5,pp. 16524%251).
tenant was ablte to demons&ate to tl c k&faction of a court ft”rathe had guod title to
it for time out +:Fnrindl, his tenure was secure, although this+
ended up “owning’ 1:. If he was unable to do this, he was at the
r the most part, good title; to the land was difictllt to establish
y was wi&spread where enclosures were extensive. [Ramsey
s (1966, pp. 17&194), sc+skins (196.5, pp. 217-260) and Martin (1967).
rt?is out in many places (19@3,1958-1960). Leadam (1892) argues that eviction
pasture as well as those for arable. [Gay (1900, p. 2:47) disagrees
to the contrary.] These studies arc no more than suggestive. They
sidzr only a small&although unknown, portion o”the total number
. But they leave no doubt that in the localities dea!t with, enclosttres
.

newQ introc uced techniques of production (partic ularly root crops) were labor
using rather t!qan labor saving, we would argue cnce ag;iin that changes in
technology wer*epretty much indicpendent of enclosures.
A c~rn~lo11source of ~onfusio~l about the effect of enclosure on depopulation,
especially in studies of parliamentary enclosures, is the failure to distinguish
between two essentially differect forms of depopulation. In one case, the issue is
what hqpens to the population on a given piece clf land when it is enclosed. In
the second case, the concern is with the effects of enclosures in general on the
agricultural population as a whole. ft is case I to which Ta+ney refers when he
observes :
The evidence of a general trend of opinion during a century and a half opinion bly no means confined to peasants, or to the peasants’ champions like
Hales, or to idealists like Sir Thomas More, (3~’to the preachers of social
righteousness like Latimer and Crowley lbut shared by Wofsey and Thomas
Cronwell in the earlier part of the century, Ro’Jert Cecil and FrarLcis Bacon
at t’ne end of it (is) to the ef%ect that agrarizln changes caused extensive
depopulation . . . . 8 ’
is CEIS~
II that is relevant for analyzirg tile: effects of enclosures on the ‘supply
of labor’ in the industrial revolution. 8” In fact, acccrding to our model, both of
these types of depopulation follow enclosures, but for quite different reasons.
On a single piece of property,, for a fixed wage equal to the prevailing standard of
living, profits are maximized by abridging workers a.fter enclosure. But each act
of individual er~closure simultaneously nudges the aage level down. As a result,
some displaced tenants will merely move on to other lands. More workers will be
hired in previously enclosed villages due to a lower vlage, and more peasants will
move to unenc’josed villages or new lands becs&usethe returns there look more
attractive with a lower general standard of living. Whether or not enclosures
cause a relative decline of agricultural labor 3s a whole depends entirely on what
changes they induce in the overall structure of demand. If rents are used to buy
non-agricultuTa1 goocls tilxldservices, then enclxxxes lead tc a net flow of workers
cut of agriculrure. 87

It

E.~p~#s~on of crd~irated arm and o~~rcr~Dwd~~~‘~

According to our model, enclosure ‘had two reatlily apparent effects on the
R5See Tawney (1967, p. 265).
“%ee Chamber3 (1952).
S71n the sense that for any given wage being of’i’ertzdin rhe ~orla~ric~ltura~ sector, more
workers will be dr.zwn out of agricuiture if the standard of li\ in:,1~is l?Jwer, enclosures mig’li. be
said to increase the ‘supply of Ial-,).a’to the non-agricultural :zctor \ierc QT forced to USCthat
kind ofparriai e(~~~ilibr~u~~
language. ~~nfortu~ate~y, the concept of a .supply of labor schedule is
meaniagless in the kind of general equjli~rjurn contex‘* needed to analyze the effects of cr,closures.
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istribution cf people in the countrysic;le. First, it tended to spread ‘abor mere
cvc~ly on the land by reducing overcr~wdiJ~g on good land and by encoura~ng
tne use of previously uncultivated areas. All accounts of enclosures note that tHt,ey
I~J to a great expansion of cultivated land - wastes, commons and other tracts
previously excluded from the regular ~otat~or~of crops and fallow were plowed
atp and plante&8d This spreading of workers was, according +,oour medel, the
result of a more eficient allocation of 1aFor based on a decision by the landners to maximize profits and thereby im#citly to equalize marginal products.
was an essential feature of the process of enclosure itself and did not have to
caused by changes in dema.nd, population, or other external conditions.
The second ef%ct was to be seen in the so-far unenclosed towns and villages
Mpheresome of the dispossessed tenants moved. The ovcrcro~~~dedsquatter
scttlemcnts se6 up on the borders of these towns were a direct result of encloslIres.
strikitli, examples aI s provided by studies of Nottinghamshire and Leicesterchambers nt3te; that ~~ott~ng~arn, by itrsdecision not to enclose, left itself
c~oicz but to grow within its ancient manorial bloundaries, and before the
of the 18th century there were coAlplaints of severe overcrowdir;g. ‘By turning
its face agaitrst enclosure, it had condemned itself to a period of unparalleled
ovcrcro vding and squalor . . .’ 8g ‘;Aoskins makes an almost identical point
about Leicestershire :
There was an Mow into ‘towns and viEages probably connected with thLe
contagious enclosure of Leicestershire p’arishes throughout the century [lcjth].
‘The displaced people drifted to towns _ . 67;rto large open field vilIages . . .
where labor SVNBS
still needed in the fields. 9o
Ajdl in ithesfandard oflicing

‘The most provocative result, of our model is ihe theorem that the transition
f~o~ communal to private property leads toI an loveral! decline in real wages.
This means th3t as the economy mor’es towaras greater specialization and inferdependence, as production beolmes more eEcient a SI?x %a1national income rises,
the standard of living of the working pop:llatron Gmultaneously declines. Postenclos~e national pro&t goes up (due to incrleased allocative efficiency), but
greatly enla~rgedshare of prlopc~:y ixicome ,v-w~than absorbs this increase, so
iabor’s share contracts at the s:sme time. Trl iact, many well known opponof er;c.!osures picked up this tind of theme. Cnclosing, they maintained, not,
y for~d peasants 0% their tradi,~iona~estates hut also led tc: their i=miseraI! 2:s a cla;s. Some anti-ezzlQsure esclgomists aljd historians (Thorold Rogers,
B“Sfx ?~Gngay(1903, p. 179) and Chamt~ers (:19fiQ.
?3x Chambxs U960, p. 9!I).
‘?3ee Hnskins WXS, p. 252), Tawney (1967, p. 277) ruacfMartin (1967, p. 23).
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Slater, and Tawney prominent among them) ejnphasized that the enclosure
movement cons!ituted a threat to the living standard of the peasantry. g1
The more or less generally accepted data show a severe and sustained decline
in real wages frcm about I 500 to 1700.g2 Although there is some doubt about,
the magnitude o’t”the decline, no question exists concerning the general tendency.g3

Most economic historians today favor the view that rapid demographic
expansion, not enclosures caused among other things the decline in real wages.
‘Population pressure has replaced the wicked enclosing and rackrenting landlcrd
as the diabolus e): machina . . .’ g4r
The argument is simple enough. At solve point during the first half of the 1Gth
century the Fopulation of Englti;ld began to grow rapidly - some would argue it
doubled between about 1500 and 1700.“’ IIn economic terms, this caused an
increase in the supply of labor and put an intense downward pressure on real
wages. The demographic
expansion also led to a shift in the terms of trade in favor
._
of grains and other food crops and against wool and manufactures of all sorts.
The overcrowded towns and villages, the large number of vagabonds and landless
peasants, in fact most of the unpleasant features of the Tudor economy are now
attributed to rapid population growth.’ 6 It is importsnt to note that the 16th
g ISecTawney (1967, pp. 279-280), Rogers (1909, pp. 488-t90)and Slater (1907, pp. 117-l 18;.
Rog~, in fact, was the first economist to provide statist&l evidence of a continuous decline
in real wages between 1500 and 1650.
g2See Phelps Brown and Hopkins (1955, 1956). The Phelps Brown and IIopkins data are,
for the most part, a reworking oft he statistics compiled by Rogers.
g3Nef (1937) took issue with the data of Rogers. He argued that the series exaggerated the
cost of subsistence, and underestimated the rise in money u ages. in addition, Rogers failed to
recognize that part of a workman’s pay was often in the fornl of meals which shifted the burden
of ri ;ing food prices onto employers. Finally, workmen probably ha< gardens of their own or
mairltained ties with the countryside Ifrom which they obtain:d some of their necessary supplies.
Even though Whelps Brown and Hopkins took into account some of these objection:;, their
series still depict it drastic decline in real wages.
g’See Stone, introduction to Tawney (1967).
g%ee Stone (1973, p. 67) and (1366, p. 40).
g6Stone has ma.de the most explicit statement of this posit; on:
. . . Today we are beginning to be aware of the critical i nportance 0” demographis growth
as a destabilizing factor. It was demographic growth bqhich stimulated the change to a
I ilarket economy by increasing the number of townspeople dependent 3n the countryside for
flood supplies. It was relentless demographic growth which multiplied the number of villagers
until the pressure on the land became acute. It was this r; ther than the enclosing activities of
;nonopolistic landlords which caused the struggle over the common iands and the encr!achment on the waste. It was also responsible for the rise of a landless lal.ourer class, of a scmiemployed squatter population eking oet a livjng in cabins on the wastes and heaths, and of a
small but conspicuous body of unemployed vagrants. .Demogr::pilic growth au@acinp
agriculuxal output pushed up the prices of food and fraePfar beynrd those for incktriai
goods or wages, and so brought about the impoverishment of the L~ntllesslabouriiag classes.
[Stone, introduction to Tawney (4967),]
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century inflation provides a reasonable e:@anation of the decline in real wages
and the shift in the terms of trade only if it is used together with a rising population?

~emo~aphic expa&on undoubtedly i &luences economic conditions. But
upon cfo~ examination, the arguments thiat a raPid growth of population wa.s
the priwt mover behind economic change) i n the 16th and early 17th centuries
are unsubstantiated, contradictory and scarcely warrant the witlespread acceptance they have received. On the other hand, enclosures WC extensive during this
iod and, in our opinion, it would be a serious error to ignore their impact on
economy.‘*
fobal estimates of the English pop~ilat~on before Gregory King’s studies
at the end of the 17th century are little more than guesswork. The main documents
are records of the poll tax of 1377, the military surfey of 1522, the subsidy of
1524-25, an eccYesiastica1census in the 1560’s for a few counties, and the Liber
COeriin f 603. Our knowledge ofthe scope of their coverage is subject to such huge
errors that estimates of global population based on these documents are practic4y &meaninglessexcept to provide a lower bound.99 A few parish registers are
available after 1540, but they are incomplete, ~iiffi~ultto interpret, and as yet have
pro:tidcd data only for a limited number of local population studies. Thus, estiates of the total population of England before Gregory King’s time are particularly unreliable and do not provide sound estimates of population change.’ Oi)
As Outhwaite notes :
WC knosv precious little about the population of the 16th century. It is clear
that between the mid-fifteenth century and the end of the 17th century
o ‘On this ;ee Nef (1937) and Hamilton (1929). IFor an excellent summary of these issues see
ite (f969, pp. 37-47).
e work cf Gonner U922), Kerridge (f9!55) and others has shown that the official
aIfenclosures on wb5ch Gsy based his estimates seriously understated the actual amount.
enclosed. Besides, what is relevant for the ,purposes of our anAys% is 1100the number of
acres ‘~~~~~~y
enclosed’ bet the ~rnou~t of land changing from largely communal to primarily
lation. From this point of view, a very large amount of enclosing was done in the
h ctnturie~, ahhough only a fraction crfiltwould show up in :)fficiaf Ftatistics.
See, for ~~arnp~eBlanchard (I 979).
1OFPItis we!1 knowrr that early demographic data for France are supe_ior to those for England.
_
.458 j argues that :
ave been put forwardi in various works on the population of France
e pure in~~en?L-nsor at best bold extrapolations; not one of tC;m
e must similarly reject any calculations made on the basis of th-:se
particular Ihe estimation of any ‘rate of demographic growth’ ‘*or
eral comment (1965, p. 473) dn French d.errographic experience probably has so:ne
more to the behef, and ~‘1good grounds, that decisive changts did
e the second half, and maybe not before tt:; end, of the eighteenth
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England’s population grew considerably, and it is probable that much. OF this
growth was concentrated in the period from about 1480 to about 1633,
~Though it has to be pointed out that much of the evzidence for this has come
from the scrutiny cf lrslative price movements, Thus, there is an enormous
danger of explaining price movements by referring to population and accounting for the latter by referring to prices.] But we are not yet sure precisely when
population began to expand, when it eventually contracted, whether growth
proceeded evenly through time, whether it spread uniformly over England,
how fast it took place and so on.’ *’
Data taken from local studies based on parish records are solnetimes cited to
show a sharp increase in the rate of demographic expansion for the period 1540-1620. But sitice parish records are only available for the period after 1540 (and
then very limited in numbers), the mos; they can show is that the population grew
at a slower rate in some places after 1620 than from 1540 to 162Q.lO2 Besides,
these local studies give a decidedly mixed piituce of population trends. Some
show stable or declining population,’ ’ 3 and even where the overall trend of’ a
region is upward each locaiity within the region seems to have experienced
noticeably different rates of expansion (or contraction).‘04 The implicaiions of
the locan studies are restricted in any event because of their limited coverage, ancl
at present 1.tis certainly impossible to infer from them that population e:ipansion
was exceptionally rapid throughout England in the 16th century.
The lack of solid demographic data has forced economic historians to us:
indirect evidence to buttress the weak case for a spurt of population growth in
the 16th century. I0 5 Incautious use of such material runs the risk of confusing
cause and efliect.’O6 There is abundant literary evidence from 16th century
observers which is frequently interpreted as saying that the population grew
swiftly. But for the most part these contemporary critics were using as indications
of demographic expansion the growing namber of vagabonds, penniless farm
hands, and burgeoning towns and villages, all 01‘which could have been caused
by enciosure. In a similar fashion, economic histoi ians now look to relative price
changes and declining real wages as evidence of population growth. But if dem o‘O’See Quthwaite (1949, p. 42).
lo2!5ee, for example, Hoskins (1S6’3,p. 194), Taylor (1965), anti Wrigley (1970, p. 76). :fee
also the family reconstitution study of Holl~ngswor~h (B964).
J03’see,for example, IIowson (1961).
‘““See C.T. Smith {:955, p. 141). R.R. Smith (1970, pp. 30-38) is unwilling to n-,ake any
general statement about population growth in the West Riding of Yorkshire in the J6th
century - the figures are subject to severe short-rrm Iluctuationc which make ohcervati ens
about trends meaningless. Hoskins (19613,pp. 185-l 95) argues that the population of Wigston
,Magna expanded by almost sixty percent bctsveen 1563 and itN3, but he notes that the imcrcnsc
is due in substant~~ part to ~n?rni~at~ol~from the ~,urroundi~g areas, by men seeking land. f-le
figures that the natural rate oFpopula.tion growth rose but he is unable to say by how much.
10%iee ~l~chard (1970, pp. 428-429).
loYIn [his see Habbakuk (1958, pp. 141’-149).
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aphic expansron ins;ead ofenclosure!: is to explain the decline in real wage,3and
s~n~ilarphenomena, these piems of evic: .nce cannot be employed at the same time
to make the ~st: for apopulatiosl growi : I -I ” This may seem too obvious a point to
rrant, emphasis, but much of the economic his,tary literature concerned with
: 16th and 17th centuries falls prey to exactly this kind of circular reason.
“*
Ramsey’s observation on t* e role of population growth in Tudor
gland is properly cautious :
Why did enclosure become an especially live issue in the 16th certury? Partly
Ishe answer lies in an increase of population, especially urban populaRion.
~fo~una?ely, no reliable figures are available for this and we may be in
r of inventing a plausible hypothesis simply to explain away en~los,ures~
the price-rise, wide-spread vagrancy and unemployment, and other embarrassing phenomena of the Tudor scene? ’ 9
Of course it is reasonable to ,think that the English population grew between
and 1700. But it is hard to imagine that the average rate of aggregate
demographic growth much exceeded 13nequarter percent per year.“’ Furthermore, te~hn~lo~c~ll change must have offset the effects of demo,graphic expansion, at feat to some extent. Rapid p~~pulation growth as a destabilizing factor
as ‘been overworked and propped LIP with the very evidence it purports to
xplain. A rate of demographic expalsion significantly greater than the rate of
ol_~:.<*t:,
s L+l ,E; technological progress could logically account for a decline in real
s, an increase in rents, the takirlg in of uew lands, greater crowding on
~~~en~~osedland, an increase in the pr:ce of foodstu~s relative to man~~fa~tures,
tfae accelerated movement of people ~8 the land into the cities and the rise of a
cb~~ of landless Isborers. We ha\*e c-lemonstrated that enclosures provide an
t.xptanation of these phenomena which is also logically consisteM. From a purely
eoretical point of view, it is difficult to entirely reject one of these hypotheses in
vor of the other. The only point we tqrouldmake in conclusion is that we have
ample Direct evidence of enclosures and very little direct evidence of increased

1“‘This is, of course, 0~ Ttwaite’spoint in tire quote included in the text.
f examples of this type of circular reasoning. Thirsk
on rent increases as evidence for population growth.
t population growth (rather than enclosures) explains
Bowden ?967, pp. 598-W) makes a similar error - he rightly states that
tes for thi: period l!W-164Q are poor, then notes that evidence of mounting
ez_sing poverty, and diverging price movements leave DO doubt that the
n enclosures) v;zrs responsible for increasing poverty.
se for the sake of arigment we acciept Stone’s characterization that ‘. . . by the
een Arme in 1714 the population of E‘n~an~ and Wales was more or less double
wsion of Henry VII in 1485.’ [Introlduction to Tawney (1967).) This works out

6.4. Enclosures in ecsnmic det.xGmnent
We have tried to show with the bid of ;I formal s;conomic model that there was
an underlying logic and coherency to the enclosure movemesdt. This was the case
despite surface impressions which at times led people to regard it as an historical
event of great diversity. The specific propktions yielded by the model are very
close to those enunciated by Marx in P.:zt 8 of GApital. Indeed, the whole spirit
of thL:model supports the idea that, ~o~e~i~~~aside, Marx’s controversial analysis
of primitive: accumulation may be essentially an accurate and appropriate
description of the basic historical tendencies inherent in the enclosure movement.
Following the tradition of earlier ~;k~sica: econvmists, Marx viewed the
process of capital accumulation as xhe basic driving force of economic d(:velopment. Capitalist industry created a surplus because the value of output produced
by labor with capital was greater than the wage COGof labor alone. In its turn
this surplus was largely reinvested by the capitalist, increasing the sto& of
capital so that more labor power could be combined to provide an even greater
surplus. According to Marx, enclosures were an essectial precondition IO the
capitalist development of industry because they, along with rnerc~l~~nts’ca$t;rl,
generated the original primitive accumulation which started. up the process.
ft is likely that enclosures also contri~~uted to maintain~r~~sustained incktriat
growth. Successful economic developmiznt to a large degree hinges on transfcring workers from agriculture to industry in a way which does not cat into
capitalist profit margns, thereby choking off the main source of capital ~curnulation. As labor is driwn away from agriculture, the output of that sector tends
to decline and the marginal product of labor rises, pushing up real wage rates (in
?erms of agricultural goods) throughout the economy. Tke classical economists
avoided this problem by as:uminl: that the agricultural sector contrlinecf surplus
labor available; at a fixes instituticnal wage, although it has always seemk:d paradoxicsl to have profit mas~mi;!i~g behaGor along with the ad hoc existence of an
arbitrary return to labor.’ IA Note that the enclosing of land has the same effects
QS if there were surplus agri~ult~~ra~labor in the cfassical sense. Enclosures
resuhed in the possibility of trar~sf~rl*i~lgincreased amounts of labo:: out of
agriculture without raising real wages.
There is another isz,uein economic development which our model ma:r’hefp to
!ilumina!e. This is the controversy 01er the meaning and significance of Ihe
distinctiolj

between ‘traditional’

and ‘modern’

agriculture.

While it vlould be
in attiLmpts ?to
(describe wh-it are sometimes wildly 6 sparate examples of “traditional” agricullure, it is nonetheles:; s:“:riking ? GW m.rqy of these c’escriptions bear cl. generic
resemblance to ow model of ‘fe~~dal’agriculture.
A basic strand running thr(~~~~hmsr~y descriptions of ‘tr~lditional’ a~ri~u~t~~~e
is the non-commeri:i~tl, farni~~~,or even ~ornrn~n~~~~~~aracter of the systzn. 33~

pointless tc> catalo,oue the wide variexy of forms encountered

l l lScc

Lewis(1(9585,
h).
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f&ature is especially vivid in more primitive tribal societies where ‘ownership’ is
~~~pi~~lyan alien concc:Eg,altogether, and 1ancI in many circumstances has thf:
status of genuine common property.’ ’ 2 Even in more ‘capitalistic’ traditional
systems there are usually telltale signs of the limited role of land markets, fragmented holdings by extended families, and multi-dimensional landlord-tenant
r4ations with the concomitant non-CommerciaI: sticky rents.” 3
The ‘stylized facti;’ about underdeveloped agriculture have the degree of comn~~rc~ali~tion of a farm varying directly with XaItorproductivity and pro~tability,
but inversely with land productivity.’ ’ 4 The proxy for ‘degree of commercialization’ is u$;ually taken to be farm size, a variabl’c which is highly correlated with
the proportiljn of hired labor (as opposed to if’amily-based labor). While more
than one explanation is‘yossible for this set of phenomena, it is certainly consj~tent with the model set forth in section four of’ the present paper.
1I ‘Tbeie are many rtferences that could be cited here sAn especiallyuseful account for West
Africa is given in C.J. Raynor (ncl.).
gi 54s with the previous footnote, a great man:~ references are possible. McClosky (f975)
iists many of them. There is a very interesting otudy oi’ 19th century Irish land tenure which
ht be consulted [Solow (Z971)]. For Greece, a go1Dddescription is grven in Thoampson
(1963). A numb of the same points we are trying to make have been expanded by Eckaus
( 1969).
’ *‘@There1s abundant literary evidence frorn case studies in economic development, but it is
d&kxlt to know what to make of it. The most comprehensive micro studies of f~rmmanagement
in an underdeveloped country have been undertaken in India (Ministry of Food and Agriculture, Studies in the sonomics of farm nlanagement, 17 volumes, Delhi, 195742). A number
of articles have been based on this study9 which in scope and refinement is generally considered
to have surpassed all previous field studies of the ec,onomics of peasant agriculture. For
empirical evidence of the ‘stylized facts” drawn from the farm management studies, see Paglin
(1965), Rao (1966), R.L. Bennet (1967)ancl Bardhan (1973).
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